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FOREWORD

This rerort describes work done for the Department of the Army by tile Human
Resources Research Organization in development of an exercise designed to improve
irtercultural communication stills. rhe exercise is intended primarily tor use in programs
of instruction that prepare American! for work in a foreign cultural environment. A
handbook describing the instructional materials and procedures is in preparation.

'This work was carried out as part of Work Unit COPE, Development of a Method
for Training Military Personnel for Interaction With Foreign Nationals, by HumRRO
Division No. 7 (Social Science) in Alexandria, Virginia. Dr. Arthur J. Hoehn was the
Director of the Division during the research period; Dr. Robert G. Smith, Jr. is the
present Director. Dr. Alfred J. Kraemer is the Work Unit Leader. Mr. John D. Harris
collaborated in the script writing for the video recordings used in the exercise, and
assisted in several other aspects of the work. Among the actors who appear in the
recordings, special mention should be made of Mr. Cajetan D'Mello whose performance

added considerably to the quality of the production.
Over 375 individuals in the military, the Foreign Service, and oiher cgiz~tions

jcontributed to the development nf tne exercise. About 80 served as subjects during
preliminary research, and the others were participants in the many sessions (f the
HumRRO Workshop in Intercultural Communication during which various aspects of the
exercise were tested and refined.

HumRRO research for the Department of the Army is performcd under Army
Contract DAHC 19-73-C-0004. Army Training Research is performed under Army Project
2Q0621G7 A745.

Meredith P. Crawford

. • President

SHuman Resources Research Olganization

-t- - -
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PROBLEM

Much of the international work in which Americans are involved requires them to
interact, o".. a fa.' regular basis, with host nationals overseas or with foreign officials
and visitc, - :, the United States. Examples of such work are the jobs performed overseas
by most ..nical advisors, Foreign Service personnel, teachers, and community develop-
niw-t worm s, or In the Unitd States by advisors to foreign students. One requirement
mat is common to most of these activities is that the ,.xericans be able to communicate
with persons who have grown up in a cultural environment differing considerably from
that prevailini, in the United States.

Numerous programs aimed at preparing Americans for difficulties in intercultural
communication are in cxistence. This report describes the development of an exercise
that is directed toward improving the effectiveness of such orograms, and that could
re:dify be inc, :porited into them.

a.. n persons attempt to communicate with each other, each makes certain
a.- Jtions-usually implicitly-about the thinking of the other. Ease of communication
between them is partially determined by the extent to which these assumptions ar,!
correct. Wher. their cultural bickgrounds differ, unwarranted assumptions that are the
result of cu ural conditioning betome a major source of difficulty in the communication

•- ~process.I proceAn dffective way of preparing Americans for such difficulties is to increase their
cultural Aelf-awareness, that is, their abilit.y to recognize cultural influences in their own
thinking. This should .-educe their tendency to make unwarranted, culturally conditioned
"assune tion-, and should help them identify such assumptions as sources of misunder-
stanrings that have already occurred. The exercise that was developed was designed to
inc, ease -this ability-.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE EXERCISE

Cultural self-awareness is difficult to develop, particularly in persons who have not
previously recognized that they are influenced by cultural factors in ways over which
they have little control, and of wnich they are only- dimly aware. The main difficulty is
created by the fact that these influences are not manifest apart from other influences,
such as age, education, occupation, tr the constraints of the Zituation. The technique
used in the exercise requires particip,,nts to learn how to discover manifestations of
cultural influences in spite of this difficulty.

Participants analyze video recordings of staged segments of conversations eccurring
overseas between an Anmerican and a host national, played by actors. These conversations
take place in an imaginary country in the context of work situations involving military
officers, Foreign Service and Peace Corps personnel, and a businessman. The segments
appear to be excerpts from recordings of ongoing conversatio•is, but actually only these
excerpts were written and produc-ed. Each shows at least one manifestation of a cultural
influt.-.-e in what the American is saying, or in the way it is said.

I Preceding , blank
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The excerpts are grouped into sequences, with each sequence showing several
different manifestations of a given cultural influence, while the other influences vary
from excerpt to excerpt. Thus, in any one sequence a cultural influence is a common
element that is gradu~dly brought into focus. Among the cultural influences included in
the exerzise are egalitarianism, individualism, democracy, problem orientatior and com-
petition. A total of 138 excerpts, grouped into 21 sequences, were producL-d.

Participants in the exercise view one exceipt. at - rime. After each one, they try to
fcrm a tentative hypothesis-in .writing-as to the cultural influence (or influences)
reflectpd in what the American is saying. They ihen discuss their hypotheses. Their task
is to learn how to discover the common cultural element in each sequence. The
instructor's function is to facilitate the learning process. The exercise includes a feature that
allows the instructor to adjust its level of difficulty--within limits-to the level of soplusti-
cation of the participants.

The workshop lasts about two days (14-16 hours). The training of instructors takes
about three days, assuming they have a social science background and intercultural experi-
ence, and know how to conduct small-group instruction.

EVALUATION

At successive stages during the production of the video recordings, portions of the
recorded material were used in small-group settings with about 300 military officers,
Foreign Service personnel, and businessmen. This was done to (a) determine the feasi-
bility of the approach, (b) discover flaws in the excerpts that had to be correcteCd,
(c) develop the instructional procedure, (d) determine the appropriate level of difficulty,
and (-21 experiment with various techniques of overcoming resistance to the learning
experience.

The following observations were made during the trial administrations of the
exercise:

(1) Although the video recordings show staged performances, they were found
to have a high degree of plausibility among the various groups to whom they were
shown.

(2) The administration of the exercise was considerably easier with groups
whose members were similar in their existing level of cultural self-awareness. A great
disparity makes it difficult to find an appropriate level of difficulty for the group.

1,3) Participants must be emotionally suited for overseas assignments, and must
have certain minimum levels of intellectual ability and social scien -! education in order to
benefit from the exercise. Otherwise it is too difficult for them, even in its easie.t version.

'4) Some resistance to the learning experience created by the exercise is not
uncommon. Participants may react negatively because the exercise is not so easy for them as
they had expeL*ed. Others may refuse to accept the fact that they are subject to influences
over which *hey iave little control.

Does the learniag expirience actually increase the learner's cultural self-awareness?
T•his question could not readily be answered because no instrument for measurin', cultural
self-awareness was in existence. Consequently, a test was developed that could easily be
administered to groups who had gone through the enperience. Its development and the
resilts of the formal evaluation of the exercise will be described in, an instructor's ha, dbook.
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BACKGROUND

Much of the international work in which Americans .re inuwolved requires interaction
on a fiiirly i -gular basis with ho:t national overseas, or with foreign officials and visitors
in the United States. The kinds of jobs performed overseas by most technical advisors,
Foreign Service personnvi, teachers, and community deveicpment workers, or in the
United States b-1 advisors to foreign students, are examples of such work. Most of these
activities have a requirement in common: Thr- American needs to be able to communicate
with people who have grown up in a cultural environment that is very different from tWat
predominant in the United States.

Much has been written about the fact that cu'tural differences between people make
it more difficult for t+heni Eo communicate with each other.' There are numerous
programs aimed at preparing Americans to deal with this difficulty. The work described
in this report was an effort to delAop an exercise that wouid improve the effectiveness
of such programs, and that could readily be incorporated into them.

WORKING HYPOTHESES

When persons attempt to communicate with each other, each makes certain assump-
S~tions about the cognti ns-the thoughts. and thought ,rccesbes--:.,f the other. They may

make these assumptions knowirgly or, more frequently, ithlout being -ware of malting
them. East of communication between people is partiaily determined by the eL;ent to
which these assumptions are correct. When false assumptions about each other interfere
with communication, people may perceive it immediately or may (hscove,- it later; often
tney never become aware of it.

Probably the most common assumptions that persons in an encounter make about
each other's cognitions are assumptiors invoiving projected cognit.ve similarity--when
they assume that the other person's cognitions are similar to what their own would be if
they were in th2 other's place. Since cognitions are based largely on experience, the
validity of assumptions of this type-and consequentl3 ease of communication-should
depend largely on the degree to which the persons' experiences are similar.

Notice the ease with which identical twins communicate with each other, and the
difficulties in communication experiertced by persons who differ conciderably in soyme
imprortarnt aspects of their e.xperience, such as age, income, level of education, or the ty=,e
of geographical environment to wbich they have become accustomed. These kinds of
differences, however, arc often minimal in encounters between Americans and persons of
other nationalities. It would be a rare occurrence to have an old Thai peasiant. and a
young Wall Stret banker trying to communicate with each other. More typical are
encounters involving persons who are similar in age, education, and occupation, and who 5
diff-!r primarily in their cultural background. In such cases, cultural difference! can be
expected to assume a much greater importance than the other factors it, contributing to
false assumptions involving projected cognitive similarity.

As Hartley and Hartley (2) have noted, the effect, of ciltural conditioning are
sometimes so pervasive that people whose experience has been limited to the norms of

Brein and David (1)have reVewed much of t his Iiter.auat.

Preceding page blank 3
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their own culture simply cannot understand a communication based on a different set ofI
no=n.s. To this sh)uld be added that they also cannont undeistand why a "self-evident" -A
communication from them exannot be comprehended by -"hers.

AN ILLUSI RATION

The following example will illuutate tne ideas presented so far. It. is an excerpt from
the diary kept by a young American computer engineer while he was the captain of the
United States ping-pong team during As visit to China in 3971. He wrote:

"I seemed to have some kind of a communications gip with many of the Chinese
I met. I had a number of talks, for example, with our interpreter, but -we sometimes
had difficulty getting through to each other. He spoke excellent English, and I ute.d
very simple words, hut he often apcogized and said I should get a better interpreter
because 'I just don't understand what you are saying.' I used words like 'individual'
and 'unique'. They are words he knows, but he couldn't relate them tr, the idea of
doing what you want to do. 'Do what I want to do?' one puzzled Chinese ssked me.
He looked terribly confused, as if to say: 'How do you do that?' I g,,-- in C.dna you
have to do what the chairman tells you co Jo and then everything is cool and
happy." 2

Several things should be noted about this encounter. The two people involved were
of the same sex and similar in age and level of education. The Chinese was a 26-year old
university graduate and, being an interpreter, probably spoke English as well as almost
any Chinese. It is not known what the exact question asked by the American wa, that
prompted the question "Do what I want to do?" However, the American recalls that the
exchange occurred during a discussion of vocational choice, and whether or not one
should alivays follow a leader's orders. Let us suppose that the American's que.stion was I
something like "But what do you want to do?", asked by him after hear-ing the Chinese
describe his vocational interests in terms of how he might best serve the state. Note that
the American ,had a ready explanation for the puzzlement of the Chinese: "I guess in
China you have to do what the chairman tells you to do and then everything is cool and I
happy." This explanation seems to downgrade the intellectual level of the interpreter, as
well as that of the Chinese people in general. He is, in the eyes of the American, a lesser
person for not asserting his own individuality.

T7Pe American's reaction suggests that. he had no doubt that his question had the same
meaning for the interpreter a* it did for him. For how could anyone speaking English
that well not understand such a simple question? However, the apparently simple
question "But what do you want to do?" implies certain assumption,: by the Amcrican
about the cognitions of the Chninese interpreter, namely, that the latter understood and
valued the inea of individual choice-assumptions likely to be unwarranted because _
individualism, as known in American society, is neither well understood nor valued
among the Chinese.4

What should the American have done, once he had asked the question and observed

the puzzlement of the Chinese? At the very least, he should have suspeznded judgment.

2 Newsweek. April 26. 1971. Quoted by permission.
3 Personal communication from Mr. Jack Howard, the American in the eneaur.ter.

'This example was shown to sbout 150 American- with some international ex-enc'. ?,lai7y 72-T
thought that the Chinese understood the A.-."ran only too well, and that he pretended t'.- hP pitzzhl3 _0

b' •ause it waN potitically unsafe for him to speak his mind. Others. also feoling certain that the Chinese I
understoHd the American's question, interpreted iis ;zi-zz!emen1 to mean "How could awyone po'Jsbbly

"do what he wants to do under present condition;'1_

4 I



And had he recognized, upon reflection, the implicit assumptions he had made. a

suspension of Judgment on his part would havc been more likely. Probably no harm

himdurng hichhe oul hav me reulary wth his hinsetheearly disparage-

THE NEED FOR C1 ITURAL SELF-AWARENESS

D~fficulties in intercultural comm'unicat~ion caused by implicit culturally conditioned
assumptions are -generally recogniz-d by designers of so-called "a:'ea training" programs.
Such programs are intended to prepan! Americans for oversea. assignments requiring
interaction with host nationals. But the usual approach to such training is ethnocentric

"Iycuiai" chararteiristics, arnd too abstract because the cu.lt~.re is utsually described at the

anthropologica: or sociological level, rather than at the level of the individual. Thle
students may learn -what the values of a society are, but not be able to recognize their
infl;'ence when they encounter the specific cognitions and behaviors of a host national.jThe same !r '62 h said about approac hes based on the idea that knowledge of aone's

O'wn culture should m,%ke it easier to interact with people of another culture. Htre again,-
one ni'" &rnow one's own culture in term's of abstractions and generalities, but not
recognize their r- ni~festations in 3ne's cognitions aind behavior. As Riesman has so aptly
noted from his ebsevatioris oi Peace Corps Volunteers, "their real tulture, shock came atjthe discovery of h,-ow 'American' they wnere" in spite of their professed rejection of
cert-d-h Amenec-u values (3, p. 39).

Out of age foregoing con-sider-ations evolved the coniviction that people's effec-
tiveness ii; intercuitraml commurnicatior coul-d be improved by increasing their cultural
self-awar-ene.-s. th.-t is, their abilitY to recognizie cultural influenices in their own cogni-
tions. This should have several beneficial results,. Most importzi-ftly, it stiouid enhance
peoplo's sk:ll in dia~g-ising diffici~aies in jotercultural commun ication.

at people were to comne away fromn an intercuiltural enicounter wit~h v. feebng that
communica.io.! wvas poor, they would be abite to -!xanmine the conversation from the
point of view :-f discove. ig what culturai elements in thcIr ovoi cognitions led them to
Mlake falsp assumptiatis about the ocgnitions of the othor person. Ord inaiy one's
reaction to not, being able to communicate. what zae-ms to be a self-evident idea is to
speculate on what shortcomings of the other ptr on migh~t explain the une.:pectedI
doficulty. This may be uiseful ii' one's own cultu;., where false assuirintions about
arnothcýr pei-.on's cognitions ar_ý more likely to have a psychological basis. Air an intercul-
tura iutohoeeasac for ilsychological explanations can have unfortunate

reuit4.-unless one is an expert on the host culture. The nonexpert. is likely to come up
w-th expl.-nations that are vot only not valid, but that falsely attribute deficiencies in
charsciter or intellect to the terprsn

At the very 'Wasl.. an incricase in oillur-al self-awareness should make i., easier for
people to suýspend judgment. when they are confronted. in another society. by, behavior
th at app-ars odd. It should make them miore ready to -zuspect that the anpearancc- of
oddness may he ca-usexd byv thlw culitra' influences in ffiir own cognition~s

soeiatervultural encutr r isolated occurrences. such as a meeting between a
good-wvill hostess and a foreign vAsitor arriving at an airport. But the important ones are
euzually part of mnore or !ei~ continuing relationships which often last as long as the
(wter!z-s lour o! duty by the American. or the U.S. tour o' a foreign national. Under

- ~Al



such circumstances suspension of judgment and subsequent diagncsis are very useful,
because the next meeting (,ffers an opportunity to attempt to correct previous
misunde-tandings.

Arother beneficial result should bL greater awareness of one's ignorance of the other
culture, and a corresponding increase in motivation to learn more about it. For example,
as long as one assumes that a particular thought pattern is universal (under given
circumstances), one has no reason to look for a cultural variation. Recognition of its
cultural aspects should result in awarenes3 that it may not be shared to the same extent
in the other culture, and should arouse curiosity as to the nature of its variation, there.
But learning to recognize subtle manife.stations of this variation among host nationals is
something difficult to accomplish in stateside training-particular!y if there are no
nationals from the eventual host country in the program. The idez-J place for learning
about the host culture is in the host country. However. pr&,partUre training of the kind
to be described can be aa effective prcpar-a'ion for in-country learning.

Take, for example. the way Americans with occupations tend to think of them-
selves and of other persons. It manifests itself in a question such as "Whai kind of work
do you do?" that one American might ask anotrer just after they have been introduced
at a social gathering. That question is a manifestation of the idea that people are pri-
marily known by their work and their achievements--an idea not equally common in
other cultures.

Having discovered in :raining how their way of thinking and talking about them-
seaves is culturaily influenced. Americans abroad would be more likely to pay close
attention to the way host nationals think and talk about themseives. They might listen
carefully to an exchange between host nation.ls who have just met for the first time.
What might other-ise have been thought of as an insignificant event is now recognized as
an opportunity to learn. Thus, apart from -ts contribution to effectiveness in communi-
cation, the ability to recogiaze cultural aspects of on,_'s own cognitions can serve as a
stirmulus and as a conceptual tool for learning the host culture.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE EXERCISE

PRELIMINARY RESEARCH

To explore various approaches to !ncreasing cultural self-awareness, video record ,gs
were made of simulated intercultura. encL .anters. These were role-playing encounters in
which an Ame-ican and a foreign actor pretended to meet in the context of a work
situation in an imagirary foreign country. The actor had been trained to play the role of
a host national in such a way as to r-flect cultural influences that w'ere in plausible
contrast to certain influences prevailing hi American society.' (The design of the
encounters was a new version of an earld-r model described by Stewart. Danielian, and
Foster. 8, which did not allow for universal values and, therpfore, contained sharper but
less plausible cultural contras's.)

About 80 persons, including military officers. Foreign Service perscinel, c-!lege
students, and businessmen, participated in this research. The work situationc were such
that the participants could readily imagine actually being in tnem.

During playbacks of the recor..ng. most role-players could recognize only the very
obvious manifestations of cultural influences in themselves, in spite of the ciues provided

SDescription, of these influences can be found in tht writings of DuBois (4). Fuchs (5). and
Wd •.iamt (6). and - the collection ot • :raings edited hy McGiffert !7

6
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by the behavior of the actor. When their attention was drawn tw less obvious manifes-
tations by asking them to explain a given thought pdttern, or a particular way of
expressing the thought, the reasons given were almost invariably in terms of what they
perceived to be the constraints of the situation (the imaginary, oi.e, as well as the
role-playing situation), or in terms of their individual uniqueness ,'"I guess that's just the
way I am, that's me").

The recordings were also shown tb persons who were interested in :he research.
including psychologists, and others concerned with improving train tg for overseas assign-
ments. With rare exceptions, their ability to recognize cultural influences in the

SFcbAmericans' behavior did not seem much greater. Again the focus was mostly on the
individual characteristics of the role player and on assumed situational constraints. As
French has noted., "in certain contexts, all behavioral scientists know that we too 'have a

culture.' Far less frequently is this culture made part of explanations of our own
behavior. It is a function of the culture bondage we all share that we 'forget' our owr
culture, even after having become intellectually convinced of its existence." (9 p. 420).

The difficulty in recognizing the influences of one's own culture does not seem tobe caused mainly by lack of knowledge that there are certain cultural influences in

-American society. (Reading a book on American culture would not help much.) Instead,
the difficulty appears to result primarily from the fact that these influences manifestI! themselves only in combination with other influences, such as education, age, occupation.
role, group membership, or situational constraints. In addition, most people rarely have
any need or opportuntty to learn to recognize the influences of their own culture. while
learning Lo recognize the other influences is part of the socialization process."

The observations made during the preliminary research led to certain conclusions
concerning the design of a learning experience that would develop one's cultural self-
awareness. First, it should be an experience in which one is confronted by behavior that T
could easily be one's own. ' Second, the experience should be structured in such a way
that one would learn to perceive cultunal influences in spite of the presence of other
influences. Third, it should involve the learners actively in the learning process; they
should actually be practicing the analytic behavior required for the recognition of cultural
influences.

SMALL-GROUP EXERCISE

These conrsiderations led to the design of a small group exercise in which participants
are shown video recordings of staged segments of conversations between an American and a
host national in an imaginary "non-Western" country. The roles are played by actors, and
the dialogue follows a script. The segments appear to be excerpts from recordings of spun.
taneous conversations, but oniy these excerpts were written and produced. Each shows at
least one manifestation of a cultural influence in what the American is saying, or in the way
it is said. Th, excerpts are grouped into sequences, with each sequence showing severalS~different manifestations of a given cultural influence, while the other influences vary

S~from excerpt to excerpt. Thus, in any ore stequece, a particular cultural influence is acommon element that is gradually brought into foclis. Participaats in t',e exercise view

""in behavioristic terms. leatninr to "recognize the influences of their own cultu,e' relers to
learning discriminative verbal rponse.s to certain characteristics of Americans (including onesedi') In the
language of attribution thegry, it refers to a change in one's perception of the causality att-butcd to
thetse characteristicm.

"Ideally. one should be contronted by ones own behavior. However. a technique that wouid ;R
accompli!h this would be too expensive for most training progiams.
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one excerpt at a time. After each one they try to form a tentative hypothesis-in
wrriting-as to the cultural influence (or influences) reflected in what the American is
saying. They then discuss their hypotheses. Their task is to learn how to discover the
common cultural element in each sequence. The instructor's function is to facilitate the
learning process.'

SELECTION OF CULTURAL INFLUENCES

No research could be conducted to-, determi-,e empirically what aspects of Amercan
culture should be included in the exercise-that would have required an additional majoi
project-and no previous research suggested which aspects should he selected. For these
reasons the selection was a matter of judgment, resulting in the following decisions:

(1) Well-known :ervasive cultural values (e.g., individualismi, egalitarianism, and
universalism) weie included

(2) Certain cult-Lal influences that seemed less likely to arise in the course of
official duty overseas (e.g.. those related to courtship, marriage, and sexua). relations)
were excluded.

(3) Certain elements that, although not generally recogniz-."d as cultural, arv
quite pervasive (e.g., aspects of decision-making processes) were included.

(4) Aspects usually referred to as "customs and habits" were omitted. (The
fact that the!e are not universal is broadly recognized.)

It should be noted that it is not the purpose of the exercise t, transmit knowledge
of the existence of these aspects. in fact. it is assumed that participants who are not
already aware of the existence of certain pervasive cultural elements in American society
would benefit little from the exercise. It would be too difficult for them.9 Nor is the
purpose to transmit knowledge of the selected manifestations of these as-pects. They are
hut a mintume sample of the infinite possibilities. The purpose of the exercise is to develop
the participant's ability to recognize a gr,-at variety of manifestations o.! these cultural
influences, not just the few which appear in the excerpts.

rhe following aspects of American culture were selected:

individualism-The behief that each person is a distinct entity and ought to
assert and achieve independence from others.

Egalitarianism-The belief that all human beings are equal in their intrinsic
worth.

Action orientation.

Perception of interpersonal encounters primarily in terms of their immediate
utility, an. downgrading of the social s;gnificance of such encounters.

Universalism-The value attached to being guided in. one's actiont in a given
situation primarily by an obligation to society (i.e., by general standzrd',
of conduct-laws, regulations. rales, established procedures, etc.).

A detailed description of the procedure to be followed during the exercise will be contained in
in instructors handbook which is in preparation.

*Unfortunately. they are unlikely to recognize this fact becni-,;e the subject Mtwter o~f the
conversation in tlh.e excerpts is decepti';ely simple, and therefore readily understandable to them.
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Definition of persons (including oneself) in terms of their work and
achievements.

The belief that the collective w-sdom of the goup is superior to that of any
individual.g p s r t h f

The idea that the process of decision making requires evaluation of the I
consequences of alternative courses of action, and selection of the one
that, on balance, seems most advantageous.

The belief that competition is a good way of motivating people.

The idea that there is usuall, a best way of doing something, which should be
determined and th -n followed.

The belief that kneywledge gained through observation is -uperior to knowledge
gained in other ways.

Unnecessary quantification-The tendency to quantify aspects of experience
that require no quantification.

Placing a higher value on utilitarian aspects of experience than on aesthetic
ones.

Problem orientation-The tendency to perceive "problems" in the world, and in j
one's existence in it, and to look for "solutions,"

The belief that thoughts cannot directly influence events.

Reasoning in terms of probability.

Impatience-The tendency to be annoyed by the pace of activities, if it is slow
by one's own standards.

The tendency io make comparative judgments.

The willingness to offer one's services for the benefit of "the common good."

The belief in the existence of a behavior pattern c.lled "self-help."

The use of absurd suppositions to communicate ideas or to elicit ideas from
other persons.

Participants are not given the contents of the list." 0 For them the task is somewhat
like learning how to solve crossword puz-les. Knowing the contents of the list, and their
order in the exercise, would make the experience of viewing the recordings like that of
looking at puzzles that have already been solved.

0 %The order in which these aspects are listed is not the order in which they are shown in the
exercise. The order was changed so that readers who might view the recordings could still have at least
some of the experience they would have as participants in the exercise.

9



Of course participants need not use the same labeling or phrasing that appears in the
list. Their own way of describing a cultural influence is sufficient-perhaps better. Some
will have difficulty in expressing their discovery of a cultura! influence in any kind of
coherent statement.

No attempt was made to select mutually exclusive cultural aspe'-ts of American
society. To do so wouid have resulted in. a very short list of aspects at a very high level
of abstraction. such as the five value orientations described by Kluckhohn and
Strodbeck (10). Au effort was made to select aspects across a wide range of level of
ahstraction. As a result, while the term 'manifestation" has been used to refer to a
particular way in which an aspect, might manifest itself kas shown in an e ,,cerptL some of
the aspicts may themselves be thought of as manifestations of a higher order aspect, that
is. one that is conceptualized at a higher level of abstraction.

The selection of the listed aspects of American culture for the exercise does no-, of
course, imply that they are present only in American soc.ety. or that they influence all
Americans to the same degree. It is assumed, hlowever, that their variability within
American society is smaller thlan their variability among the nations of the. world.'|

Empirical evidence for this assumption is not available for each aspect ci. the list.
Research that would support or refute it has not been conducted in each Lase. However.
the author takes the view that the burden of proof is on those who assert that a given
aspect is universal. In the absence of empirical evidence, and when no logical argument
can be made for universality, the assumption of cultural variation seems to be the better
working hypothesis. Foe persons participating in the exercise the question of proof is not
relevant. Much greater difficulties in communication can beL expected to result from false
assumptions of universality than from false assumptions of cultural variation. Since there
is variation within American society, if some participants feel that a particular cultural
aspect shown in the exercise is not reflected in their own cognitions, they can simp!y
follow the dictum "If the shoe doesn't fit. don't wear it!"

CONSTRUCTION OF DIALOGUE EXCERPTS

The following requirements were established as gmidelines for the wvriting of the
excerpts:

(1) The excerpts should give the impression of having been taken from ongoing
conversations.

(2) These conversations should involve Americans of various occupations who
are working overseas. (The military. the Foreign Service, the Peace Corps, and the oil

business were selected. A description of the work situations is given in Appendix A.)
(3s The dialogue in each excerpt should make sense to tho audiencc without

connecting narrative.
(4: The dialogue should be plausible.
(5) Tl.e utterances of the host national should provide clues (i.e., indications of

c,ntra~ting cultural influences) that would help the participant discover cultural influ-
ences it. the .\meric,.ns" cognitions. (The requirement for plausibility prevented this from

:)bing done it, all cases.)
(6) There should lie a clue-providing utterance by the hcst national at or near

the end of the excerpt. This would make it possible to v-.ry the level of difficulty of the
exericise bI either including or excluding these utterances. (Again, the requirement for
plausibility prevented this from being done in all cases.)

The stalnst.•al definition of "cultural ,iuiu~nc,' implied by this statement was fe.nid to be

mire wrad~lx 'T.preh-n~btl to participants in the exerci.e than various anthropological definitions of
culture,



(7) There should be a sufficient amount of noncultural content in each excerpt
to serve as a distracting element, as would often be the case in real-lifz dialogue.

(8) In each sequence of excerpts, the behavior of the American3 should show a
variety of manifestations of the same cultural influence. AA

It did not seem desirable, and it would in fact have been very difficult, to have each
excerpt contain a manifestation of only one cultural influence. To attempt to do so

Swould Hbve caused each excerpt to be so brief that, in most eases, the dialogue would
not have made sense without introductory narrative. The reason for this difficulty is that
a single cognition often contains more than one cultural element.1 2 Consequently, some
excerpts could have been placed in a sequence other than the one in which they appear.

The following excerpt illustrates how the above requirements influenced its construc-
tion. The context is a conversation between a Lieutenant Colonel Konda, the Deputy
Director of instruction at the host-country military academy, and a Major Smith who
serves as an advifu)r at the academy.

Smith: No, no thank you, sir. I think I'd better be getting back to my office.
Konda: Yes, this has been a good meeting, Major Smith.
Smith: Yes, sir, it has. I think we've had a very good discussion. I understand

your situation much better now. Your expianations were very helpful.
Konda: Yes, yes, a good meeting. We had a good talk, yes. We like your ideas,

yes. You must visit again.
Smith: Well, sir, I'm always glad to be of some he.p. Perhaps we could get

-together wheti I receive the materials from West Point. I could bring them
over and show them to you..' I

Konda: Ah, WI~ajor Suiith, why wait for the materials?
The first two "lines"' 4 tell the audience that the excerpt is taken from the final

part of the conversation. The next two lines contain distracting elements. Smith's last 'Une
reflects a culttral influerive that is common to all excerpts in the sequence, namely, the
downgrading of the sociat significance of interpersonal encounters. The key sentence is
"Perhaps we could get together when I receive the materials from West Point." It reflects
Smith's idea of making h:s next encounter with Konda contingent upon the existence of
a work-related reason for get.ting together, and implies that he sees little value in meeting
without such a reason. Konda's last line provides a clue without which the discovery of
the cultural infiuence becomes much more difficult. If this excerpt is shown first in the
sequence, viewers can, of coursei form only a tentative hypothesis as to the common
cultural influence that they will be trying to discover in the sequence.

The following is another example from the same sequence. The con text is a
conversation between a Mr. Kond&, who is in charge of the provincial office of the
Ministry of Education, and a Mr. Smith, an American oil company executive, who will be
in charge of the training center at a r-.:v refinery being constructed by the company near
the provinci-al capital. Smith is cow-ncrned about getting applicants for the training
program who have a minimum level of eM3ucation. He meets with Konda to discuss this.

Konda: Yes. Next time you come, we can do that.
Smith: Well, this has been a very xvseful meeting.
Konda: Yes, yes, we are happy t.,at you could be with us. And now, before

you go, Mr. Smith, you must meet the other men in my department. They

": A similar difficulty was experienced by Kluckhohn and Strodbeck (LO) in the construction of
items for their v-alue orientation schedule.

1 "The dot indicates where the playing of the dialogue would be stopped to increase the difficulty

of the excerpt.

""Line" reftes to everything said by one actor without interruption.
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"know about your oil company, building this new refinery, yes, yes. I will
go with you and you will meet them.

Smith: Well, thank you. That's very kind of you. I hope it won't be too much
trouble.*

Konda: Trouble?
Smith: I mean, I don't want to take up too much of your time.

Some of the exzerpts are considerably more difficult than the above examples, A

higher level of daficulty is illustrated in the following excerpt from another sequence.
The sequence is relatively easy since the cultural influence is well known. The contex. is
the same as that of the last example.

Smith: But we want to be surc that only the best qualified men get hired.
Konda: Yes, you must have good men, of course.
Smith: Yes, that's why we have to have the interviews and the tests.
Konda: I see. And how will you know which are the good men?
Smith: Wei',, we'll interview only those who do well on the tests. of course.*
Konda: I see. But how can a man do well in the test when you have not yet

i,'r•d him?
A final example will illustrate what is probably the highest level of difficulty. Not

only is the excerpt difficult, but it is part of a sequence which dea;s with a cultural
influence that is not well known. The context is the same as fliat of the first example.

Smith: Yes, sir, very good. Colonel Konda, has the general reached a decision
as to which of the possible new courses he will add for next year?

Konda: Yes, we will have that course you and I talked about last time.
Smith: I see. May I ask what determined the general's selection of that

particular course?
Konda. As you know, we have a new instructor-Major Bakka. He is a good

man, and he knows this subject. So this will be the new course.
Smith: But, sir, I believe you indicated that there were good instructors for the

other cou.-,-es that were being considered.*
Konda: Oh, yes, y.'s, certainly. But, as you know, we can have only one new

course.
The video recordings contain 138 excerpts (Appendix A). Mest of the 21 sequences

contain seven excerpts each. The average length of the excerpts is less than a minute. The
difficulty of the exercise may be increased not only by omitting clue lines, but also by
omitting the easiest ex *rpts in each sequence.

TRIAL ADMINISTRATIONS OF THE EXERCISE

At successive stages during the development of the exercise, portions of the recorded
material were used in small-group settings with about 300 military officers, Foreign
Service personnel, and businessmen. This was done to (a) determine the feasibility of the

approach, (b) discover flaws in the excerpts that had to be corrected (c) develnp the
instructional procedure, (d) determine the appropriate level of d~fficultly, and (e) experi-
ment with various techniques of overcoming resistance to the learning experience. The
following is a summary of what was learned during these trials.

Plausibility. Jn spite of the fact that the video recordings show staged performances,
most viewers perceived the dialogue as natural and spontaneous rather than theatrical.
Some of the groups were not told until after the exercise that t.-he performances had bee.n
staged. Instead they were led to believe tley would see excerpts from spontaneous
conversations that haa occurred during role-playing encounters. At the completion of the

exercise, almost all the participants in these groups thought what they had se:n was
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Sura-hearsed. Only a few were not sure. This is important because participants are more
R, likely to accept the performances as plausible if they do not seem staged-even when

they know that they are.
Group Homogeneity. An important requirement for the conduct of the exercise is

that the participants' existing level of cultural self-awareness be similar. A great disparity
makes it impossible to find an appropriate level of difficulty for the group. Participants
for whom the level is too low have too little cpportunity to learn, others f- r whom it is
too high may get frustrated and aggressive. Unfortunately, cultural self-awareness does
not seem to be related to the criteria according to which persons are grouped together in
programs of instruction for Americans going overseas. It thus becomes necessary to make
up nev, groups to conduct the exercise successfully. The cultural self-awareness test
developed to evaluate the effectiveness of the exercise could be used for this purpose.

Prerequisites. The exercise is intended for use with persons who are emotionally
suited for intercultural assignments, and who have certain m'nimutn levels of intellectual
ability and social science deucation. Just what these mini-aum levels are remains to be
determined. Unlike studc. s who have mistakenly entered a calculus class v-len they
-hold be in a beginning algebra course, participants in the exercise may not realize for
some time that they are out of place. This can happen because the dialog-Lie in the
excerpts is readily understandable tD everyone who might be a participant.

Resistance to the Lea-.nixr Exr-.'ience. Negati've reactions by at least one member of
the group, usually in the form of ur:elevant criticisms, are not uncommon. There may be
"participants who consider ;hemselves quite sensitive to cultural differences but who,
-:oontrary to their expectation, fEnd the exercise more difficuit than most other persons bi
the gioup. This uncomfortable experience can result in, disruptive behavior on their part.
They may vehemently question the plausibility of the manifest content of seime excerpts.

ZZ or they may insist tha. the common cultural aspect of the Amnericains behavior in a given
sequence is universal. Some participants may reacf negatn et:. L-,'caus, they cannot accept
the fact that their own ideas and *et.avior are sujiect to influences over which they have
no control. That reaction itself is undoubtedly determined, at least in part, by cultural
influences.

Duration. The execise, when properly conducted, lasts about two days. Usually
only tour or five excerpts per sequence should be used. The preparation of a group of
instructors for conducting the exercise takes about three days, assuming they have a
social science b-ack•round and intercliltural e::perience, and know how to conduct
small-group instraction.

5 Dces participation in the exercise actually incre-ase one's cultural self-awaafene-s? This
_F question could not readily be answered because no in•,. ament for measuring cultural

self-awarenrtss was in existence. Consequently, a test was developed which could erasily be
administered to groups who had gone through the experience. Its development and the -"

ItI
Sresults of the e,*-luation of the exercise will be dc-,scrihed in an instructor's handbook.
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INTRODUCTION

This appendix contains the scripts written for the production of the videotapes used
in the exercise described in the report. The segments of dialogue ("excerpts") appear to be
taken from conversations involving seven Americans working in an imaginary foreign coun-
try. Each is interacting with a host national during encounters occurring in thc context of
a work situatic-n. A description of these situations follows.

Situation One. Major Smith, an officer in the United States Army, has been assigned
as an advisor at the host-c.ountry military academy. He is to provide assistance to the
academy in matters pertaining to the improvement of instruction. He has to accomplish
this primarily through interaction wvith the Deputy Director of Instruction. Lieutenant
Colonel Konda. At various times during his tour of duty he meets with Colonel Konda in
'the latter's office. (The excerpts are from the conversations taking place during some of
these meetings.*

Situation Two. Mr. Smith, an American oh company executive, has been chosen to
be the first Director of Training at a new refiner, beir.g constructed by the company
near one of the provincial capitals of tWe host cointry. A training center is being bNilt
nearby to implement the company's policy of txaining local people for jobs at new
refineries. Mr. Smith will -e responsible for the operation of the center. He is visiting the
provincial capital several months before the center's completi(.-' :a order to make plans
and preparations for recruiting people for the training program. t)ne of his concerns is to
make snre that prospective trainees have the required minimum level of education. He has
two meetings wvith Mr. Konda. the man in charge of the provincial office of the Miniktry
of Education, to discuss the recruiting problem with him. (The excerpts are from the
Conversations taking place during these meetings.)

Situation Three. Mr. Smith. a Foreign Service In.formation Officer. has been assigned 1
to the United States Embassy as Cultural Affairs Officer. One of his tasks is to develop
cltural programs for university students that would enhance the image of the United
States with that segmen;. of the popwt-tion. fic .as beenr -n . job ife.w weý_eks. He h-
visited the chancellor of the local university who told him that he sh)uld work closely
with Mr. Konda, the Dean for Student Life. Mr. Smith visits Mr. Konda on various
occasions. (T'he excerpts are from the conversations taking place during Mr- Smith's first
two meetings with Mr. Konda.)

SiLuatior, Four. Major Smith, an officer in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, nas
t)een assigned as an adwv-so, to Major Khan. the Commander of a host-country engineer
battalion stationed n a nrral area. His mission is to advise Majo- Khan in the
development of a civic action program for the battalion. During briefings he received
up-)n arrival in the country, Major Smith was informed that the Ministry of Community
De. * pment had overall responsibility for civic actmrn, and that the battalion's plans and

actiities would have to be coordinated with Mr. Konda. the r.,an in charge of the district
office of the ministry. On his way to the battalion's location, Major Smith met Mr.
Konda briefly during a courtesy visit. He has now been on the job a few weeks. An
occasion arises for him tU visit the district -,eat. and at Major Khnis •i-quest. he visits Mr.
Konda to inform him of the cur-ent status of the battaF~on's nlans. (The excerpts are
from the.conversation taking place during that visit.)

Situation Five. Mr. Smith, a Peace Corps Volunteer, is a member of a contingent of
Volunewers sent to the host country to work in community developmeat. He and another

Preceding page blank 2
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Volunteer were assigned to a village a few weeks ago. Mr. Smith was told that the Peace
Cc-ps could not furnish any equipment or aupplies, and that he would have to obtszn
thes• through Mr. Konda, the man in charge of the disttict office of the Ministry of
Community Development. During his initial trip from the -Apital to the village, Mr. Smith
paid Mr. Konda a brief courtesy visit. He now visits him agali to discuss %Arious rmat,ters
of concern to him. (The excerpts are from the conversation taking place during this visit,
and ft-or subsequent conversations.)

Situal-on Si-:. Miss Smith, a Peace Corps Votunteer, is a member of a contingent of
Volunteers senL to the host country to work as teachers and teach,ýrs' aides. Sle and
another Volunteer were assigned to a rural school a few weeks ago. She was told that the
Peace Corps could not furnish any supplies, books, or equipment-that this was the
responsibility of R-. Konda, the man in charge of the district office of the Ministry of
Education. During her initial trip from the capital to the town where the school is
located, Miss Smith paid Mr. Konda a brief courtesy visit. She now visits him again, to
discuss various maiters of concern to her. (The excerpts are from the conversation taking
place during this visit, and from subsequent conversations.)

Situation Seven. This situation is the same as Situation Four, but it involves a
different Major Smith.

The scripts as presented here are intended primarily for users of the video record-
ings. Therefore, the actual transcripts of the dialogues are presented, as spoken by the
actors during the recordLig sessions. The actors were encouraged to impose their own
speech, idio•yacrasies on the original script.

The excerpts are grouped into 21 sequences. All but a few sequences have s-ven
excerpts, each involving one of the seven Americans. (Sequence 1 has no excerpts 1-3,
sequences 19 ana 20 have no excerpt 4, and sequence 21 has no excerpts 3, 4, 5, and 7,)V The order of the excerpts within each sequence follows the order in which the work
situations were listed. Thus, each excerpt 1 involves the first Army major, each excerpt 2
the oil company execUtive, and so forth, Neither the order of the sequences nor that of
the excerpts is related to any tenspcrai order in which these segments of dialogue might
occur in actual conversations.

Throughout this appendix a black dot (o) indicatcs where the playing of the
dialogue would be stopped to increase the difficulty of the excerpt.
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7 SEQUENCE 1

Excerpt 1 Excerpt 3
MAJOR SMITH: No, no thank you, sir. I SMTIIH: ,.. and he will be visiting this

think I'd better be getting back to my country.

uff ice. KONDA: You say, the famous piaywright.

LTCOL KONDA: 'Ves, thi: has been a good Mr. Arthur Miller, wv:'! be visiting our
meeting, Major Smith. country?

MAJOR SMITH: Yes, sir, it has. I think we've SMiTH: Yes, he's making a tour of several
harv a very good discussion. I understand countries; 3nd, if you would like to;•, •your situation much better now. Your extend an invitation to Mr. Miller to

explanations were very helpful. visit the university. I'm sure that he
Smight

LTCOL KONDA: Yes, yes, a good rrzetin%. ~ t e i ocm natr
We had a good talk, ye-. We like your
ideas, yes. You must visit again. noon and an evening at the university.

KOND: A, itwil beap hnorforus, Mr.
MAJOR SMITH: Well, sir, I m always Liad to Smith, if will be our g ust.

,• Smith, if he will be our guest.
be of some help. Perhaps we could get
together when I 'eceive t.he materials SMITH: Well, I'm sure that Mr. Miller would
from West Point. I could bring them be honored to visit the university. I
over and show them to vou.A was thinking that perhaps we could

LTCOL KONDA: Ah. Major Smith, why arrange some seminars with the students.

wait for *he materials? KONDA: Yes. Mr. Miller will be coming with
his family? -

SExerpt 2 SMITH: No, he'll be traveling alone. He shouldbe here in abcout four weeks.

KONDA: Yes. Next time you come, we can
do that. KONDA: Ah, he travels vithout his faml;y.

MtaSMITH: Yes. This is a rather shori trip, andSS M IT H : W eil, th is h as been a very u sefu l h s f m l i e n N w Y r ,s . u
meeti;ng. his family lives in New York, so. .. But
meelg •I was hoping that we might be able to

KOND4: Yes, yes, -,)-e are happy that you arrange something that wouJld be of
could be with us. And now, before you benefit to the students. Z

Sgo, Mr. Smith, you must meet the otherI
goMr. Smith u m uptmeet. They kotr KONDA: Yes, it will be a areat occasion toI men in my department. They knowabout your oi comoany,, bui!ding this have the presence of such a famous man.

new refinery, yes, yes. I will go with SMITH: Well, we, of course, delight in that I
you and you will meet them. too: but the mere presence of a famous

S • ~person doesn't .. Well. what I mean to • •
SMTTH: Well, thank you. That's very kind of r de t lh ma

yu-etotetmcsy is, it seems to me that we% should tryyou. I hope it won't be too much ....

Stroulie.* to gain sometning from Mr. Miller's
t . |e0 visit. Now if you think you would like

KONDA: Trouble? to scheoule some seminars for .heI • ~ students•.

SMITH: I mean, I don't want to take up too td.
much of you. time. KONDA: Seminars? Yes, yes. -
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SEQUENCE 1
(Continued)

Excerpt 3 Excerpt 4
(Continueed) (Continued)

SMITH: Well, perhaps tlhen I could get M,.. KONnA: Yes, yes. Last time when you were
Miller's film Death of a Salesmen. here, such a short while.

KONDA: Yes. MAJOR SMITH: Yes.

SMITH: And then we could perhaps have a KONDA: Bu: today, I am glad that you could
reception afterwards, and then maybe come and stay, yes. And we can talk and
a discussion of sorne of his playsA come to know you.

KONDA: Yes, this will be an important day, MAJOR SMITH: Very good.
yes. We must be certair. that Mr. Milleris rceivd wth al te hoor.KONDA: Yes, yes. We will drink tea, yes,
is received with all the honor,.aero.

later or.?

SMITH: Well, that's very nice. MAJOR SMITH: Oh, that would be fine.

KONDA: We will have a ceremony. KONDA: Major Khan, of course, has a good

SMITH: Ah! place for you to stay?

KONDA: Yes, yes. Of course,! must inform MAJOR SMITH: Oh yes. He has taker. care
the chancellor. HE -vill, no doubt, invite of everything.
Mr. Miller to be his guest. KONDA: Yes. We hope that you have a

SMITH: AhIl Well, I'm certain "Ir. Miller good stay in our country.
would be very honored at that. Unfor- MAJOR SMITH: "lank VOU.
tunately, he's only going to be here for

that short time, as I said; and it doem KONDA. Yes, yes. You feel good?
seem to me that we should try to utilize MAJOR SMITH: Oh yes, I do. I feel that the

S~him as much as possible.hawork that I've been assigned to do is very

KONDA: How do you mean, "utilize"? important and, well, I hope that we can
SSMITH: Weil, let me present my proposal.wokvrcoslontitgehrad Swork very coeyon this together arld

This is how I think he might be most comphish much.
useful. KONDA: AN, your presence here, Major

Smith. is very welcome. Yes.

Excerpt 4 MAJOR SMITH: Well, thank you very muchEor your hosoitality. Well, I know I'li
KONDA: How good that you could comae enjoy my work here Now, Major Khan

today and be here with us. and I have visited most of the v:llages in
the area to try and discover where theS.•~~~~~AJOR SMITH- Well. it's good, to see you btaincnb f= ep n '

again, Mr. Konda.be f ielp; and I'm
an Mhoping that we can discuss this at greater

KONDA: Yes. I'm hi ppy that you hwe come length sometime today.9
to be with us. This is good, yes. KONDA: Nih. yes, yes. Let us have some tea,

MAJOR SMITH: I wa. in the village anywa•y, Mayor Smith.
and I came to town for a meeting. So it
was convenient for nme to stop by and

_sdcuss w.tn yom w•hat we have been
rdoing since my arr•ival iere.
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SEQUENCE 1
(Continued)

Excerpt 5 Excerpt 5
i• (Continued)
KONDA: Ah, Mr Smith, yes, yes. nne
SMITH: Good morning, Mr. Konda. SMITH: Oh, well. thank you very much. That

would be vvonderful. I really do appreci-
KONDA: Yes. Come in, please, yes. Have ate your hospitality. I've come to see you,

this seat. Mr. Konda. to find out what kinds ofS~supplits I might be able to get from your
you office. You see, this would he!p me in my

KONDA: Yes How good that you have come p1.,nning of various projectsP
to be with us today, yes. We are happy
to see you, Mr. Smith. KONDA: Ah. yes yes. Let us drink some tea,

Mr. Smith.
SMITH: Thank you. SMITH: Fine. t •

KONDA You feel 2ood? KONDA: You drink tea?

SSMITH: Oh yes, I'm fine. Doing quite well Se l. y
How are you? SMITH: Yes, I will h~ve some. Thahk you.

& KONDA: Oh, I am quite well. KONDA: Yes, yes. Sugar?

SMITH:S Good SfH: Yes, please.-• ~SMITH: Good.

Ks whKONDA: Yes. Sugar is good. yes. Here is teaS~KONDA: Yes, yes. Now you are here with

us, and we can talk, and drink tea to- for you.
gether. SMITH: Thank you.

SMITH: Yes. Fine. I have been meaning to KONDA: Yes, w. fike our tea here, yes.
come and v;sit you Eooner than this, but You diink tea in your country also.

- I've been so busy getting settlecr in my I know.
F house in the village. --

h e tvaSMITH. Wll, yes, we do. but rot as much

XiM!CA: Yes, yes, of course, yes. You like as you do here.
your house, Mr. S;.-'

KONDA: Ycs. yes.
SMITH: Oh yes. It's very nice. I'm getting Sv

Sused to it. SMITH: This is very good tea.

KONDA: No doubt there was a big welcome KCNDA: I am happy you like it. yes. We

in the village for you. have plenty of tea here, yes. We can have
inmore. later. .1

SMITH: Yes, a big welcome. They were
expecting me. $MITH: Fine. D)o you grew this tea hEre?

KONDA: Yes, yes. you are their guest. And KONDA: Yes. this is our own tea.

when you are I-ere, you are our guest. SMITH: It's very good.

SMITH: Thank you. KONDA: Yes, yes.

KONDA: Yes. yes. I hope that you will come SMITH: As I was saying earlier, it would be
today to out house to be with us. yes. very helpful to me if I could find out
and to know my family. what kinds of equipment and supplies

I might be able to get through your
office.
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SEQUENCE 1
(Continued)

Excerpt 6 Excerpt 6

MISS SMITH: And it's good to see you
again, Mr. Konda. How are you? MISS SMITH: Oh yes. Oh, I like it very much.

The other volunteer and I are very happy
KONDA: As you see, I am well. And you, there. We have no complaints. The pecple

Miss Smith, you are well also?
are very friendly to us.MISS SMI.TH: Oh, I'm fine, than~k yo',u. AndMS SMIs: yoh, fain, tKONDA: Yes, of course. They are proud that

how is your family?
you have come to their village to be with

KONDA: Oh, our family is in good health. them. Nuw you are with us, yes. You
Yes. must meet my wife and my daughter.

MISS SMITH: That's good. MISS SMITH: Oh. I'd love to meet them.

KONDA: Yes, they have asked about you, Thank you.

yes. And your visit today s a great KONDA: Yes, I will tell them that you are
pleasure, Miss Smith. here, and you can be with them, and

MISS SMITH: Thank you. I'm glad I could they will show you our house.

come. MISS SMITH: Oh. that's wonderful.

KONDA: Yes, yes. It is such a nice day KONDA: Yes, yes. You will meet the family.
today. But now, M;ý. Smith, we will have some

MISS SMITH: Yes. tea. It will be ready soon.

KONDA: Yes, a good day for you to visit, MISS SMITH: I love your tea here. It's very

after the rain. good.
MISSSMIH: esthesun as inaty omeKONDA: Yes, we drink tea, and we can talk.

MISS SMITH:. Yes, the sun has finally come
up. It's chying up some of the roads. MISS SMITH: Yes, that's what I would like to

KONDA: Yes, yes. This will be a good do.To be able to come and talk to you
and tell you about the work that I'm

season, doing in the •chooi.

MISS SMITH: I hope. so. KONDA: About your work?

KONDA: Yes.
MISS SMITH: Yes.

MISS SMITH: It will rrvke my work easier, I t
think. KONDA: Yes. The vllage teacher are happy

that you are with them, yes. Perhaps you I
KONDA: Yes. And your being here with us have been to their homes?

is good also, yes.

MISS SMITH: Thatsk you. Excerpt 7

KUNDA: Yes, yes, we can talk and come to
know you. KONDA: Ah, Major Smith. come in, come in.

MISS SMITH: That's what I was hoping io- MAJOR SMITH: Good morning, Mr. Konda,
I'd like to be able to talk to you about good morning.

my work. KONDA: Cnme on, please. How nice of you

KONDA: That is good, yes. You like being to come arid vis;t us. Please sit down,
in the villagee over here, yes.
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SEQUENCE 1
(Continued)

Excerpt 7 Excerpt 7
(Continued) (Continued)

MAJOR SMITH: Thank you. Thank you. KONDA: Ah. we are iiappy that you like
How have you been? being here. Yes, yes. Have ycu seen our

KONDA: Oh, quite well, yes. We are happy mountains?
that you could come ag3ain and be with MAJUR SMITH: No. not yet, not yet.
us, yes. Last time when we met, you KONDA: Perhaps you and I should go, and
did not stay with us. I will show you our mountains, Major

MAJOR SMITH: Well, ! was passing through, Smith.
Son my way to the battalior. MAJOR SMITH: Wel!, I hope to get to see

I KONDA: Yes. them if I can get away from my work.I.As you know, I'm with Major Khan's
- MAJOR SMITH: Today I have more time, bauain, a sm to stop andJ• battazlion. and he asked me to stop and

Sthough. How is your family? see you since I'd be in town, and explain

KONDA: Oh, we are in good health. some of the projects that we'll be work-
ing on.

SS MAJOR SMITH: Good.
KONDA: Ah. I see. Yes, yes, it is good thatIKONDA: Yes, yes. All my family is well, yes, you are here with us, yes. We can talkI yes. And you, Major Smith. you have and come to know you, yes, and drink

trested well from your travels? tea.

MAJOR SMITH: Yes, yes, I've had plenty of
rest. MAJOR SMITH: Well, I hope, as we work

together, that I'll get to know youI KONDA: Major Khan has a good house for better, Mr. Konda. I understand that
Vou? your office coordinates the community

development and military civic actionS~MAJOR SMITH: Yes, sir, I'm well taker" ca.-e
Sin this area.*

o

KONDA: Ah, ycs, Major Smith, yes. Let usKONDA: Ah, good. Today you will suzy. and• =. drink tea.
we can drink tea together, yes.

-I" MAJOR SMITH: Fine, fine. MAJOR SMITH: Fine.
I KONDA: Did you know, this tea, it growsj KONDA: You have traveled a long wayS~in our province?

| today.
tdyMAJOR SMITH: It does?

MAJOR SMITH: Yes, and I've seen quite a
bit of your countryside. You know, it's
beautiful.
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SEQUENCE 2

Excerpt 1 Excerpt 2
MAJOR SMITH: Yes, sir. My replacerrent wnill

be here next week, Major Jackson And SMITH: I think some of these experience.,
I'd certainly like to bring him over so I perhaps, will have immediate appihcation
could introduce him to you. here.

LTCOL KONDA: Ah. Major Jackson. You KONDA: Yes, yes, of zourse, you have-• know Major Jackson? experience, M;. Smith. Yes, that is Why

MAJOR SMITH: Yes, s~r, we served together
several years ago in Germany.

LTCOL KONDA: Ah! He is a good man? Excerpt 3
MAJOR SMITH: Oh, yes, sir, he is a very KONDA: It is good that you are here with

fine officer. He's a graduate of West us, yes. We hardly know you. Mr. Smith.
Point, he's attended the Command and
General Staff College, and his last assign- SMITH. Well, I've been with the gedncy a
ment was at the Infantry School. number of 'tears. I've served in Spain;and served in Venezuela; and I've servedLTCOL KONDA: I see. in the Congo, in Africa. Very interesting

posts, and, as I said. I've only been here
one month. There's just my wife and

Exerpt 2 ,hmyself. So you might say, we travel
lf. you see.

KONDA: And, of course, you will be here liht y
with us for some time? KONDA: Yes, you have come here from far

SMITH: Yes, I hope to be. away, M•. Smith. yes, and we hardlySIHYeIhptob.know you. -
KONDA: Ah. good. Perhaps you can tei us noyu.

now about yourself, as we drink tea,
Mr. Smith. Excerpt 4

SMITH: Thank you. KONDA: You like tea?

KONDA: You are from a big oil company. MAJOR SMITH: Yes. Thank you.
in America. This, of course, we know.

SMITH: Well, let's see. I can tell you that KONDA: Yes, tea is good.
MAJOR SMITH: That's oiod tea. It's veryI've been wi!h this firm about ten years

in the United States. I have a chemical good.

engineering education. KONDA: An, yes. Now you can tell us all

KONDA: Ah. about yourself.

SMITH: I have some experience in sales work MAJOR SMITH: All right. I went to school
and some in plant work. and also some in Texas, at the University of Texas;

experience in personnel selection and and, of course, I'm an engineer; and.eraiencing p spent my last year in Germany with
training.

an =naineer battalion. And now I'm
KONDA: Yes. yes. here as an advisor.
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SEQUENCE 2
(contiinuedd

SMITH: .. Very good tea, Mr. Konda. (Continued)

KONDA: Yes, good tea helps conversation. MISS SMITH: And I went to PlementaryKOND: Ye, god ta hlps onvrsatonschool ".here, and to high school, and

Yes, Mr. Smith. yVu have come a long then, while I was in high school, my
way, yes. Now that you are here withfth.rswktokhmtEnad.o

Sus, drinking tea, we can come to Know fe work took him to England. So

you. my vvcefamily moved to England,
and we lived there for two years.

SSMITH: Yes, and I do hope I'll get to knsow KONDA: Yes.
Yý- you better as well.

MISS SMITH: And then I came back and I
KONDA: Yes, we hardly know you. Mr.

Smith. Mr. Smith, an American, in the versity, in Chicago.
Peace Corps. That is all we know.

KONDA: Ah, I see. Your father travels?
SMITH: Well, let me tell you a little more

about myself thcn. MISS SMITH: Sometimes he does.

KONDA: Yes. KONDA: Yes.

SMITH: I was a college student before MISS SMITH: And, while I was in college, I

joined the Peace C.ips. I studied studied literature; and then, after that,

agriculture; and I also worked with a I went to work for a newspaper for a

firm that makes agricultural equipment. while. And then I joined the Peace

I'm very interested in farming. Corps as a teacher.

KONDA: Yes. KONDA: Ah, you .iust like children, Miss

SMITH: I learred 'to rais2 cattle in school. Sih
and I also worked with other students
trying to develop better feeds.E

K landowner, Mr. Smith.
•. •KONiDA: I'OU must be the son of a richKO A:Y.Latimwhnyuce

here. you were in a great hurry, Major
Smith.

Excerpt 6 MAJOR SMITH: Well. I'm sorry, but I
didn't have much time.It KOND':-. Yes, and we will come to know you,

Miss Smith. Al, that we know so far is KONDA: Yes. Now that you are here with
that you are Miss S-mith, in Peace Corps us, drinking tea, we can come to know
Organization, frcm America. yes. anri you. You have hardly told us anything
that you are a good teacher. yp" Per- about ycurs•lf.

haps you can tell us about yourself. MAJOR SMITH: Welt, I'm here ba;ically to

MISS SMITH: Oh. all right. Well I live in help Major Khan's Battalion, to help get
Washington, D.C. some projects started. As far as my per-

sonal qualifications go. I've hail several
KONDA: Washington, yes, your capita: city. years experience as an engineer. 3nd I

also have a degree in engin.ering.b

KONDA: Yes. yes, you are an engineer, we
kncw that.
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SEQUENCE 3

Excerpt "I Excerpt 3

MAJOR SMITH: And I am very giad that you SMITH: Perhaps we could suggest certain
and Mrs. Konda were able to accent our appropriate lecture material for Mi. I
dinner invitation. My wife is very happy Milier. We might even give him a tenta-
you can come. tive title, such as, "Mv Philosophy of

LTCOL KONDA: Ah, it will be a great Theater" or perhaps more simply.
rSmith. "Why Do I Write Pla-Ts?"pleasure, Major Sih

MAJOR SMITH: She's planning to serve some KONDA: Ah, Mr. Miller has his own philos-

special dishes. ophy about the theater?

LTCOL KONDA: Special dishes, yes, yes. SMITH: 'Why yes, yes, of course. Well, there

Have you found a good cook? .,oe a number of other playwrights who
may not hot d exactly the same opinion.

MAJOR SMiTH: Yes, sir, we were Yory What he has to say wi;! be an expression
fortunate. We found a good cook. How- of his own viewsv.
ever, when it comes to having a dinner -
party, my wife wants to work out Ml! K(ONDA: "His ewn views" you say, on the

the details herself. This is going to be philosophy of the theater?

her show. SMITH: Yes, yc!. If you like, I could try to

LTCOL KONDA: Ah, it will be a good tell you a little more about that, if you

dinner. like.

Excerpt 2 Excerpt 4

KONDA: And what will this training be, Mr. MAJOR SMITH: And I hope I can be of some

Smith? help.

SM;TH: Well, the training center will primar- KONDA: Yes. As you know, Major Smith,

ily train wcrkers for the new refinery, this program of the Ministri ot Commu-

Basically, titere will be two programs. nity Development, it hzs been going on

First, there will be the general training, for some time. Yes.

Every worker will go through that. MAJOR SMITH: Oh. yes, I am awdre of that.

KONDA: Ali. I see. And it's been a good program. Well, I'm
sure I can help Major Khan plan the

SMITH: And !hen there will also be several civic action program. I can be of some
special courses. Each trainee, after he assistance in planning the technica!
finishes thi general training, may indicate aspects of the program, and I know !'1 1i
his preterence for one of the special be of some use in getting some of the
courses, depending on his interest and valuable equipmert that is needed.
aptitude.-

KONDA: ";ndicate his preference" yo, say?
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SEQUENCE 3
(Continued)

MExcerpt 5 E.xcerpt 7
KONDA: And now, you say, you are in the MAJOR SMITH" ... one ietter st far.

Peace Ccrps, Mr. Smith. KOtNDA: Yes, sometimes the postal service

SMITH: Yes. It was in my last year in cotlege is slow, yes. You raceived a letter from
that I decided to jo;n the Peace Corps. your family?

KONDA: Ah, it was expected of you. MAJOR SMITH: Yes, I raceived a letter from

SMITH: No, no. not at all. I mean, I could I.y wif: yesterday. She and -he boys-

have bone into the Army, or gotten a.

iob. But I guess I always wanted to go KONDA: Oh, you have sons! I have sons also.
into the Peace Corps. Major Smith.

7 KONDA: Yes, yes, of course. But you say it MAJOR SMITH: I haw. two sons.
was not expe:terl of you? KONDA: Yes.

SMITH: No. no, it was strictly up to me.* MAJOR SMITH: Cne is twelve, and ta.- other

KONDA: How do you mean, up to you, as one is nine years old.
you KONDA: They, no dou't, will oecome mili-

SMITH: Well. I mean that I had to make up tary men like yourself.
my own mind about what I 'anted to MAJOR SMITH: Ah, who knows. The oldest
do. boy says he wants to b2 a pilot. But you

KONDA: Oh? know how youngsters are at that age.
They're never r'oaliy sure what they want

Sto do. I'm sure, though, when they get
Excerpt 6 older they'll make up their minds.

KONDA: You say you know how to do that, KONDA: Oh?
"Miss Smith? MAJOR SMITH: How old are your sons?

MISS SMITH: Well, I've only been in the

village for a few weeks, but it seems to

0 •me that the teachers don't encourage the
children to develop their own ideas.

KOD:How do you mean?
'AISS SMITH: Well, the teachers present a

lesson, they give the children their ideas
about something, and the children are
supposed to learn exactly what the
teachers tell i'.em.

KONDA: Ah well, Miss Smith., that is how
the children learn. In time, the teacher's
ideas become the child's ideas, yes, as
you know. yes.e How do you mean, the
teac,:eis don't let the children :lave
ideas'
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SEQUENCE 4

aalbe Excerpt 1 Excerpt 3 o

MAJOR SMIT;N: Yes sir. And I want to (Continsed)
thank you for making the Ileson plans KONDA: Which problem.?

Si availale to me.SMITH: Well, the arrangements ior V,-

LJCOL KONDA: Yes, yes, we wan' you to Miller's visit you know, the sche.duling,
know everything we are doing ,iere. Have and so on.*
Syou read the plans? KONDA: Ah! His visit is a prublzm?

MAJOR SMITH: I've read some of them. I've
read :n particular the lesson plan on the
new course in leadership, and it looks Excerpt 4
very good. There's no problem that I MAJOR SMITH: . 9g ahead and get
can see. started on it?

KONDA: Yes. The Ministry of CommunitySExcerpt 2 Development, of cnurse, must see that
S~everything is as it should be,.

SMITH: No, we are finally settled. We've
found a place. MAJOR SMITH: Well. I don't see )ny

problems.
KONDA: Ah, you found a good house?

SMITH: Oh, a very nice house, yes. My wife
and children are becoming acquainted Excerpt 5
with the neighborhood. KONDA: Mr. Smith, we will know 0; this as

KONDA: Oh. you tell us.

SMITH: We've written to our families in the SMITH: Of course. I do think that there are a
SStates tedliig them how very much we nnumber of projects that could be stdrted

like it here. right now in the v:':ag. The bigge-t prob-i Onlem seems to be the water.

KONDrA: Your famrihy in America, they are
well, yes? KONDA: "Problem" you say?

SMITH- Yes, thank you. Oh, they have their SMITH: Yes. the well has been broken for

problems, but everyone does. I suppose.0 some time now, I assume, and the people
have ben going to the river to •et their

KONDA: Oh, problems? water. Now, if we could fix the wvell...

SMITH: Nothing serious. KONDA: Ah. it must be an old well, Mr.
Smith.

"Excerpt 3 SMITH: Oh. well. thaz's no problem.

KONDA: Yes, we wili be ready for his visit. 3

SMITH: Well, I know that yoor position here
at the univL-sity requires a great deal of
your time, Mr. Konda, and I just wa: t
you to know. our office would be n "3re
!han happy to take care of this problcm
for you. -
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SEQUENCE 4
(Continued)

h -2
Excerpt 6 Excerpt 7 '1

MISS SMITH: That's good. Are there any MAJOR SMITH. ... talking with you.more textbooks available for the Village
mvlage KONDA: Yes, this has been a good t3lk,

i. schools?
ShosMajor Smith. You must come anid visit

KONDA: Yes, yes. The Ministry of Educa-ion, us again.
of course, has many books. We have a MAJOR SMITH: Well, I thm, ,t's a good
storehouse here, and every year we send idea for us to gLt together from time
books to the village schools, yes. to tirr.e. and exchanc- ideas. That way,

MISS SMITH: Well, there are autte a few if we have any problems, well, we can
z children in our school who don't have discuss them when we meet.*

books, and the teachers and I have
talked aLtout it. But we really haven't KONDA: "Pr.blems" you say?

come up with any solution.

SEQUENCE 5 2

Excerpt 1 Excerpt 2 -

MAJOR SMITH: Yes, sir. And I want to (Continudd)

thank you for taking me around and SMIIH: About a month after that. And when
showing me everything. I noticed there the first group of worke's comes into

are a lot of soldiers here, working, doing the program. I want to personally meet
odd jobs, cleaning up. each one of them. and welcomt, him ont.--half of my company. -2

LTCOL KONDA: Ah, you mean the rerruits? hlf cp
MAJOR SMITH: Yes, sir. KONDA: Ah, you will make a speech,

LTCOL KONDA: Yes, of course, we have -_•.

them here. Excerpt 3

MAJOR SMITH: Well, that certainly makes SMITH: And it would be good if, after the
it comfortable for the cadets. Is this a showing of the film, Mr. M-ller -ould _JR
permanent assignment? get together with all of the drama

LTCOL KONDA: Yes. yes. Those people, 3s stdns
you know, this is t.ieir kind of work. KONDA: You think Mr. Miller would want

to co that?

-Exerpt 2 SMITH: 3h. yes. That's the main reason foi
his :onr;ng.

SMITH: Yes, the construction of the new KONDA: Oh?
training center will be completed in
about five months.

KONDA: And then the training will start? -

- - - --



SEQUENCE 4
(Continued)

SExcerpt 6 Excerpt 7

4MISS SMITH: That's good. Are there any MAJOR SMITH: ... talking with you.
more textbooks avai'abl3 for the village KCNDA: Yes, this has been a good talk.
schools? Major 'Smith. You must come and visit

2 i"O!%DA: Yes, yes. The Ministr'/ of Education., s again.
of course, has many books. We have a MAJOR SMITH: Well, I think i's a gocd
:to;ehouse here, and every year we send idea for us to get together from t-me
hc.3ks to the village schools, yes. to time and exchange ideas. That way,

MISS ¶MITH: Well, there are quite a few if vie hae any problems, well, we can
c• !iren in our school who don't have discuss them.'n when we meet.o
Z ooKF, and the teachers and I have

a taskarl aoaut it. But we really haven't KONDA: "Problen;s" you say?

come up with any solution.

SEQUENCE 5

SExcerpt 1 Excerpt 2

MAJOR SMiTH: Ye'. sir. And I want to (Continued)
thank you for zaking me around and SMITH: About a month after that. And vwhen
-showing me ever,.ii. I noticed there the first group of workers come. into
are a lot of soldiers t,-ane, working, doing the program, I want to personally mei:
odd jobs. cleanini up. earh one of them, and welcome him on

6 LTCOL KONDA: Ah, you mean the recruits? behalf of my company.

MAJCR SMITH: Yes, sir. KONDA: Ah, you will make a speech.

"LTCOL KONDA: Yes, of course, we hav:
thom here. Excerpt 3

MAJOR SMITH: Well, that certainly makes SMITH: And it wou.d be good if, after the
= it comfortable for th.. cadets. Is this a showing of the film, Mr. Miller could

permanent assignment? get togethe- with all of the drama
students.

ILTCOL KONDA: Yes, yes. Those people, as
you know. this is their kine of work. KONDA: You think Mr. Mille; would want

to do that?

SMITH: Oh. yes. That's the main reason for
Excerpt 2hicoirS~~his comin,•, ,

SMITH: Yes. the construction of the new KONDA: Oh?
training center wi!l be completed in
about five months.

KONDA: And then the training will start?
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S!eQUENCE 5
(ContinueaJ

Excerpt 4 Excerpt 6

KONDA: You don't worry, Majcr Smithl MISS SMITH: Oh, that's good i",. I wzs
You need not go to all these places. w-,:oeh.ng if the textb-oico have come

MAJOR SMITH: But, you see, it's my hope yet.
that through associatio~n with the people KOND,.: Yes, yes. The bo•.-s have arrived

in the village, you know, visiting them, at the ttorehcLse.
triking with them, staying with them,
that I could come to some better undet- MISS SMITH: Oh, good. Maybe I can pick

standing of them. And they, in turn, them up on my way back.

coulo come to some better understanding KONDA: No, no. I will send someone wo
of me.* tfing them fo7 you.

KONDA: Yes, yes, of course, yoi visit, and MISS SMITH: That*-- vpry kind of you. 6dit
y ,u talk, yes But you are out guest. You I really don't m~nd going along, in case
ail, an officer. They must show thei., they need help.A
proper respects to ycu, yes. KONDA: No, no. You wait here, Miss Smith.

And we will drink tea, yes. -

Excerpt 5 A••

KONDA: We shall see. Have more tea, please. Excerpt 7

SMITH: Thank you. KONDA: Ah, you travel much, Major Smith?

KONDA: Yes. MAJOR SMITH: Yes, I'm trying to see more 10

SMITH: Maybe, if you could make a visit to of your country. I
the vi.laqe. Mr. Konda, it might help to KONDA: Yes, you will come tc know our
get more of th= oeople intere-ad in country.

someiC of t1ha pro~ects. MAJOR SMITH: You know. !'ve learned a I
KONDA.: Al, r-es. When some of the projects !ot about your country from the soldiers

are tinished, yes, we could have a celebra- in lN'ajo, Khan's battalion. Some of them
tiorn. yes. I will make a s;oech. were fatmers before "ey came into the

SMITH: Well, you see now, i was thinkinE! rny.0

that you could vis;t the village earlier. KONDA: Oh, what do these people know,
and perhaps rne'- with some of the Major Smith!
farmers, and this wo~ld create a lot
of good will among the peoole.O

KONDA: Meet with farmers, you say?

SMITH: Well, sure. Why rot?
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SEQUENCZE 6

Excerpt 1 Excerpt 3i

LTCOL KONDA. And how is your family? SMITH: And there'h' be some things that we
(an work out iater. For example, we'll

MAJOR SMITH: Oh, they're fine. My wife
sends her best regards. She really loves need some students whotd be willing o
th.serve as ushers.*

KONDA: Yes, certainly, Mr. Smith. We will
I LTCOL KONDA: Ah, I am happy to know hire students to work as ushers, yes.

that.

MAJOR SMITH: Incidentally, Colonel, she
wanted me to ask you if you had any Excerpt 4
suggestions on volunteer work she cojld
do. She really wants to do something KONDA: That will be good.
worthwhile. MAJOR SM.ITH: Of course, we will need

LTCOL KONDA: Mrs. Smith is looking for some of the iillage people to help work
woik, you say? or the project. Do you thirnk you could

get some volunteers?
MAJOR SMITH: Oh, just volunteer work, KONDA: Volunteers?

perhaps two days a week, mavbe at a
hospital or an orphanage.* MAJOR SMITH: Yes.

LTCOL KONDA: Ah. she has bee, asked to KONDA: Yes, yes.

help?
MAJOR SMITH: I mean, the soldiers will be

able to heip with some oi the work. We

Excerpt 2 can bring in a few men and some equip-
ment, but the village people are going to

KONDA: Yes, this is a poor district, Mr. have to help with some of the work.A

Smith. as you can see. KONDA: Yes, they do good work, yes.

SM14H: I think having the refinery here will They will be happy you nave work for

be helptul, espc.ially to this town. It them.
will create a lot of rew- jobs.

KONDA: Yes, this wilt! be good. We cmr Excerpt 5
happy that yau will hire workers here.

KONDA: Perhaps. Mr. Smith. I don't know.
SMITH: Well, we are reitainly qlad to do

that. SMITH: Well now, don't you think, Mr.
Konda, that if the village leader were to

KONDA: Yes. make a public announcement, saying

SMIT~H: And also, the company atw~,ys that there are a number of young men
needed to come out and work on theencourages its personncl to donate

some of their free time to community project, that there would be at least
wo~k.* some people willing to come otit and

work with us?e
KONDA: Yes. How do you mean, "donate

time"? KCiyt2A: Oh, yes, yes, they will be hapoy
to work for you. Mr. Smith. The men
will always de some w,-irk for a little
money.

SMITH- Well, I wasn't thinkirng of paying

them.
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SEQUENCE 6
(Continued)

Excerpt 6 Excerpt 7

MISS SMITH: Yes, I do. I was tninking that, MAJOR SMITH: ... ready to start.
perhaps, the village teachers could join KONDA: You say. Major Smith. the battalionS~~~~me in a project ......Siwill bild a good road.

KONDA: Ah, yes. A project. Miss Smith? MAJOR SMITH: Yes. yes. Of course, the

MISS SMITH; Well, I was thinking thet per- soldiers in the battalion can't do all the
haps we could have a corking class for work. They'll need some help from, the
the women in the village, maybe some- people in the villages.
time late in the afternoon, or in the •evening.e KONDA: Ah, you need some men from thevillages.

KONDA: Ah, another cl3ss, I see. But the
Ministry of Educaticn cannot pay the MAJOR SMITH: Yes, sir, just to work on this

village teachers for this work. Miss project.A

Smith. KONDA: Yes. they will be happy to get some

money.

MAJOR SMITH: Uh ... we can't pay them.

KONDA: You want men to work for the
battalion, but you will not pay them?

MAJOR SMITH: Well, we'll ask the village
leaders to pick out those men ihat want
to work on this project. We can probably
use more than we can get.

SEQUENCE 7

Excerpt 1 Excerpt 2

LTCOL KONDA: And, of course, our ca~ats SMITH: But we waflt to be sure that only
study very hard, Majar Smith. the best. qualified men get hired.

MAJOR I r: S.r, how often do you post KONDA: Yes, you must have good men, of
graucs? course.

LTCOL KONDA: Oh, we give them their SMITH: Yes. that's why we have to have the
grade- twice a Vear. yes, yes. Perhaps inter'iews and the tests. A
you do the same at West Point? KG, 4DA: I see. And how will you know

MAJX'- SMITH: Well. at We; ipoint we post which are the good men? A
Sgrad-ft" ever week. We find it very useful.rw f rSMITH: Well, we'll interview only those who _0

LTCOL KONDA: I see. do well on the tests. of course.

KONDA: I see. But how can a ma,,i dc -telu
ir, the test when you have r.ot yet hired

him?
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SEQUENCE 7Ii (Confinued)

Excerpt 3 Exce~pt 5

KONDA: Ye,. we will invite all the pfrcfessors KONDA- Yes.
to see this filrr. SMITH: I~m very hopeful about this, Mr.

SMITH: G3ood. Konda.

KONDA: Yes, and we can have our drar.ia KCJND1. Yes. You have some ideas. Mr.
students also. Smith, an how yo6. rc-3n make these

SMITH: Fine, fine.%Well, what about th^ other poe~ wtotoy
students? ! meat-- I shauld think that, the SMlTP-: Yes, weil, I thought that perhaps if
students would want to have a big turn, we could make them aware of wr.at pe'-3
out. I m.a-.t have a large aL'dience, for pla in other villages have done, that thiat
Mr. Miller. should make themn want to improve

KONDA: Many persars will be invited, yes. things in their --wri village.1

SMITH4: But I should think that the stdntsKND:*iWh.M.St?
wouldn't want Mr Miller to have i
smaller au-.dience here than, at somne otherExrp6
university.*Exep6

MISS SMITH: Well, you see, I wo~u*d try
KCNDA: Ah, what does it matter M-r. Smith, different ways of getting the children

if we have a smaller audience?
to study more.

KONDA: Ah! What ways, Miss Smith?
Exc.~pt 4MISS SMITH: Well, onf, way would be to let

KONDA: Of course, we will dc what we can. zhem know how they're doing in each

MAJORt SMiTH: As I undersiarnd. Mr. Korida,suec.ernpltinthmcow ha
you re espnsile cr he ovenmnCstheir standing is in the ciass, from t~me

community development progr-im -n this totine.*
district. KONDA: You say they will learn more if you

do that?34
KONUA: Yes, yes, we take cart, of this

distfict. -

MAJOR SMITH: Well, I hope toat we can Excerpt 7
get he uppiL' intimeto ct he erkKONDA: Yes, we know that, Major Smith.

done oefore the rain" season.
MAJOR SMITH: This battalion has not been

KONDA: Yes, yes. Perhaps they will be ready. diga uha tcud
We wiil see.

MAJOR SMITH: How are the other districts KNA eys
doing with the program? MAJOR SMITH: I've tc-td Major Khan that

if we don't get a few projects started
KONDA:. Oh, each one has its owvn projects, bfr h n fteya.w'lb

yes.falling le-hind some of the other units.

KONDA: Oh. tome tnits have few projects,
yes.
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SEQUENCE 8

Excerpt 1 Excerpt 3

MAJOR SMITH: Ah, your tea is delicious, (Continued)
as always. Colonel Konda. I ;eel I must KONDA: I know him, yes, yes.
apologize. At our last meeting, a coupse SMITH: G ,od. Well, l'o appreciate it if you

of weeks ago. I told you I would bring could introduce me to him. I think I
over the material when it arrived from shoulc talk over a little bit with him
West Point in order for you to look at. about Mr. Miller" vsit also.

SLTCOL KONDA: Yes, I remember, yes. KONDA: Yes, this is good. I will tell him.

MAJOR SMITH: Well, it still hasn't arrived yes. Then, when you come again, we

yet, and I'm very sorry about the delay. will see, yes. May I give you more tea?

LTCOL KONDA: Oh, they will be here, yes, SMITH: No thanks. I'm fine. Do you think
"perhaps later. Major Smith, yes. we might be able to do that now. I

mean, sint:e I'm already here? I was
wondering if perhaps you could intro-

"Excerpt 2 duce him to me today?G

SMI TH: Right. I am very sorry to have this KONDA: The hi ad cf the drama department.

delair in construction, Mr. Konda. It
looks like we will have to postpone the
beginning of the training for at least a KONDA: Yes. yL-. yes. Next time when you
mcnth. come. I will. of course, inform him that

KONDA: Yes, yes. you will visit -is again, yes. Perhaps he
KOD Ysye.wil -ehere hn you wil,' meet him.

SMITH: It simply could not be helped. There S iT l Fine. I wen you done t hSwas• s•,de shrtae oflumer.SMITH: Fine. I was wondering. if you don't
was a sudden shortage of lumber.1

thin, Xts to., ir onvenient...
KONDA: Yes, yes.

SMITH: We had the men in the end working Exwpt 4
overtime, but still we could not finish
it. I hope this does not create any KONDA: We will let you know.

difficulties for you.* MAJOR SMITH: But perhaps, if I could come

KONDA: When the construction is finished, back tomorrow. you could have the infor-
Mr. Smith. evryt;.ing will be ready. mation for me by then.

Don't worry. I
KONr)A: I have to send a message to the

ministry in the capital, yes, and then
SExcerpt 3 we shall see.

SMAJOR SMITH: But how long will that take?SSMITH: And there is one other th;n:). I don't

kaiow the gentleman who is in charge of KONDA: Oh, the message will go there,

your drama department, and I was Major Smith, and then. we will ge9t the

wondering if you co--:d introduce -he to answer, and we will let you know. Oh,
him? yes. Don't worry.

KONDA: Ah. yes. yes. You want to meet
the professor in charge of the drama
department?

SMIiH: Yes.
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UENCE 8
WContinued)

Excerpt 4 Excerpt 6!• (Continued)
( teMISS SMITH: Yes. I'm glad I could finally

MAJOR SMITH- It would really help us vet y get a ride this week to come into town
much, Mr. Konda, if you could have the again.
information for us as soon as possible. IKONDA: We are happy to see ,ou again
mean, the battalion has been rather slow M S• Miss Sm-th.
in getting started. A-

MISS SMITH: I'm sorry I couldn't get here
KONDA: Yes. yes. E

sooner. I'm sure you must have been
MAJOR SMITH: Perhaps I could check back wondering how the project is going.

with you next week. KONDA: Yes, yes, Miss Smith, we are

always happy t', see you-this week,

Excerpt 5 next week, yes.

KONDA: Yes, yes, we had a good talk, Mr.

Smith. Excerpt 7

SMITH: Yes, we have, a very good talk. KONDA: This will be a gcod program.

. KONDA: Yes. MAJOR SMITH: It would help us in our
panning if we knew what kind of

-• ; SMITH: Before I leave, I wonder if I might panning yf we kneyouhat kihduof'• • materi.als you hL, d in your st-athouse.
ask you about the equipment and
supplies. KONDA: Yes. we have supplies for the

community development. What supplies
KONDA: Yes, yes, we shall see what we can will you nMd?-

do to help you.

SMITH: When do you think, Mr. Konda, that MAJOR SMITH: Well, we'd like to knowwhat you have, what kind of materials
I might be able to find out just what I
coula obtain through the ministry? you have before we start planning our

projects.
KONDA: Next time you come to visit us, KONDA: Ah, good. You should know what

you fill out the forms, what you need.
we have. Of course, everything is in the

Then my men will check and see what
is in the storehouse, storehouse, yes.

T MAJOR SMITH: Well. could you tell me,~what kind of materials do you havE?pSMITH: Well, perhaps, I could do that today,
possibly, fill out these forms? Do you have constauction materials?

KONDA; Oh. the papers are not here. They KONDA: Oh, we have so many things, Major
are where the supp!ies are kept. I will Smith, yes. We have a list. Eveiything is
send one of my men and he will get is
them for you. Next time you visit, the
papers will be all ready for you. MAJOR SMITI-.: Well. if I may. I'd like to

look at the list and perhaps then I could
SMITH: Well, you know, maybe I could go tell what kind of materials that you have.

down there myself and pick them up,
or I could even fill them out while I'm KONDA: Ah. yes, yes, you can see the list.
there, and they could check and see Major Smith. Of course, the list is at the
what is available.0 supply office. I will tell my men to pre-

KONDA: Oh, Mr. Smith. The papers will be pare one copy, yes, for you. Then, when
you visit again, you will have the list, yes.

all ready for you. Don't worry.
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SEQUENCE 8

(Continued)

Excerpt 7
(Continued)

MAJOR SMITH: Well, if you don't mind, MAJOR SMITH: Well, it's no trouole, Mr.
may I stop by the storehouse ,:n my Kenda, and i'm not suie when I'hI be

way cut? And then you can prepare the back in the area.
list and send it to me when you get it. KONDA: Ah. don't worry. You will -visit

KONDA: Oh. you need not go to the supply again.
office, Major Smith. One of my men

wi!l bring the list. When you visit again,

the list will be herc.

SEQUENCE 9

Excerpt 1 Excerpt 2

MAJOR SMITH: Yes, sir. But in the last few SMITH: Ah, yes, I want to showi you what

years we've had changes in our schools- the new refinery will look like.

for example, in teaching methods. KONDA: Yes.

LTCOL KONDA: Change in your teaching? SMITH: There will also be recreational facili-

MAJOR SMITH: Yes, sir. In the last few years ties for the workers. probably over here.
we've been getting more and more away KONDA: "Recreational" you say. What is

from the lecture method of instruction. zhat. Mr. Smith?

LTCOL KONIDA: Ah, you don't like !ectures. SMITH: Oh, it means a place for the workers

MAJOR SMITH: it's not that we don't like to relax, and play games-a soccer field,
them. It's that we feel that the lecture perhaps, or say a volley ball court, a

method of instruction by itself is not b;Ilding w.2h ping-pong tables in it, and

very effective. other games.

LTCOL KONDA: Not very effective? KONDA: Ah, they will like that. yes, yes.

MAJOR SMITH: What we have now are small SMITH: We'll have to find out what cost of

group sessions, wherein the students will them want.I
discuss a given topic among themselves. KONDA: They will be happy with whait you

LTCOL KONDA: I see. And who gives the give them. Mr. Smith.

instructions at these "group sessions" as

you say?

0z•
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SEQUENCE 9
(Continued)

Excerpt 3 Excerpt 4
S~(Continued)

KONDA: And then, you say, after the play,
there will be a lecture to the students KONDA: Yes, yes The Ministry of Commu-

by Mr. Miller? nity Development has a big program,
yes.* EDiscuss with the vill3ae people,

SMITH: Well, I tnink Mr. Miller would prefer
to have a discussion.

KONDA: Ah! And what will Mr. Miller MAJOR SMITH: Yes.
Sdiscuss?A

SMITH: Well, whatever the students wish to Excerpt 5
discuss. I mean, that'll be up to them.
We can let them decide what they want SMITH: ... his help.
to talk about.o KONDA: Yes, yes. You can do all that, yes.

KONDA: You say, let the students decide?
ST WyeSM'TH: Well. I don't know. I thought he

H Wwoulu explain the project to the people,
but so far he hasn't done it. MayLe I

Excerpt 4 should do iy?

KONDA: Yes, this is important. We must KONDA: Explain it, you say? To whom?

consider it. SMITH: To the villagers. He has to 'et theri
• .• know. what's going onAe

MAJOR IMITH: Major Khan and I have dis- k
cussed this at great length, and we've KONDA: Why, Mr. Smith?
come up with some ideas for some new
projects, various kinds of projects.

xcerpt 6
KONDA: Yes, yes.

KONDA: Yes, yes. The Ministry of Education
MAJOR SMITH: Well, for instancC!, say in is preparing a plan, or course, for this

one village they mig'ht need a new whole province. And from this pian we
szhoolhouse, and in another perhaps asacwill know what is needed in the villages,
new source of water; and yet another, yes-how many new schoolhouses, what
maybe a new irrigation ditch for the new books, how many new teachers.t crops. So. you see, each village wouldceYes, we will know all that, Miss Smith.
not be the same.

K YeMISS SMITH: So I guess then they've already
had meetings with the teachers to get

SMAJOR SMITH: Well. in other words, well, their views on what's needed.A
also we would have to perhaps discuss KONDA: No, no. When the plan is finished,

this with you. and with the village then the teachers will know what is

think. And knof course, we'd like needed. They cannot know before they
hthe people in the see the plan. Miss Smith.

villages to find out what they think is
important. The main thing is to find
out what the people seed the most.
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SEQUENCE 9• (Continued]

Excerpt 7

KONDA: Yes, we will do that. sit down with Major Khan and decide
. Mwhat specific projects we'e going to set

MAJOR SMITH: And I think that before wei ~ ~do that. before we• have this next meet- u~

ing, you should cc..,e down arid discuss KONDA: Yes, yes, we must have a good plan,
with the village elders what they think Major Smith. Then. when the program

the eed ar inthe village. Then we can bgntevlaeedr ilko t

SEQUENCE 10

Excerpt 1 Excerpt 3

LTCOL KONDA: Ah, good. As you know, SMITH: We wr,uld like for Mr. Miller to be

"Major Smith, our cadets are very inter- able to spand as much time as possible
ested in the war in Vietnam. with thu studeits to discuss his plays

S~and his phi!osophy.
MAJOR SMITH: Yes, sir, Ive heard that.an spioshyMAJO SMTH: essiri'v head tat.KONDA: Ah, Mr. Smith, the students can

LTCOL KONDA: Perhaps ;t will be possible KNad att Mr. mithe stuntsc
to find an officer from your mission to
give a lecture about the war-an analysis. SMITH: Wellt yes. but this would enable them

to see and hear for themsc'.,es what he

MAJOR SMITH: Oh, we'd he delighted to has to say. I should Ihink ft will be a
i P~~ave one o f OcJr t,,fi;v. come ovcr andgave ona ec oure onVen ome overaunique experience for them.

g ive a lect.ure on Vietna3m.
KONDA: Yes, of course, of cot.,ie, the stu-

LTCOL KONDA: Yes, yes. Of course, wei wold iketo har rnn adents will hear Mr. Miller's speech.
would like to hear a man who has a
good knowledge of the war.

MAJOR SMITH: Well, of course, we'va all Excerpt 4
S~been there. some of us rv-wce. I wouldbIMAJOR SMITH: And we will work out a plan

suggest. Colonel, that we send Majur together.
Walker. he was there most recently.

KONDA: Ah, you say you have to visit all

these viilages?

Excerpt 2 MAJOR SMITH: Well. not all of them, but

KONDA: And how do yc-i teach this safety most nf tLem.

training, as you say? KONDA: Ah, you wish to travel.

SMITH: Well. tne way we do it is we actually MAJOR SMITh: Well, no, rot exactly. I
let each man see what can happen if he think that we need to visit the viliages

does something wrong. Tha- ..iay Mere so we can see what is needed.
is no question, nd he can see for

himseif.0 KONDA: Oh?

KONDA: Oh. you just tell them, Mr. Smith. I
they will r.)t question it.
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SEQUENCE 10
(Continued)

SExcerpt 4 Exc6rpt 6
(Continued) (Continued)

MAJOR SMITH: Weil, I think that way we MISS SMITH: Oh. I see. So then someone
can get some ideas-see how people eat, from your office goes to visit the

Ssee how they live, how they -,ork, and villeges?
just basically et some ideas.0 KONDA: Yes, sometimes, whei the new

KONDA: Ah, you want to see all that "to schoolhouse .s finished, an official
get ideas" as you say? will go to be there !or the ceremony,

yes.A
MAJOR SMITH: Yes.

MISS SMITH: Well, what I mean is, does
ti anyone from your office or from the

Excerpt 5 Ministry of Education ever go and
actually see how the schools operate?*

KONDA: I Eee, ye.. Yoiu have your cwn
house in th'. village. That is good, yes. KONDA: Oh, we don't have to do that,SYou can think about your visit here and Miss Smith. We already know.
about your being here with us.

SMITH: Well, yeah, I guess I've been doing a Exept 7
F lot of thinking. But really, I've spent

most of my time going around the MAJOR SMITH: ... happy to bee of some
village, you know, and seeing what the service.
people are doing, what their needs are, KONDA: No doubt, you have know;edge
and I've been getting some good ideas about our country from books you
as I look around. Really, I'm learninga iot~ehave read.
a lot.*

MAJOR SMITH: Yes, of course, I've oead
KONDA: You get some ideas "from Iookiig about your country.

--ound" you say?

STH Ye.KONDA: Yes, yes.SMITH: Yes.

"MAJOR SMITH: But now that I'm here, I'm
able to see for myself, firsthand, how •

Excerpt 6 the people are, and what your country
S~looks like.* •MISS SMITH: I see. But how do the people l

from the Ministry ef Education find out KONDA: "See for yourself" you say?
what's going on in the villages?

KONDA: Oh. there are reports, Miss Smith.
Yes, we write reports here in our office.
Every year we send a report to the
ministry.
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SEQUENCE 11

(There are no excerpts 1-3.-n this sequ'nceJ Excerpt 5
(Continued)

Encerpt 4 KO)NDA: Ahi. vou wrnt 'ome village people
to help you with this work.

MAJOR SMITH: ... a lot of things that SIH eI o hywntb ~pn e

co~ii be one.They'll Ue he-fping thernse.,ves.0

KONDA: Yes. The governmen~t has a plan, as KNA ~im hmevs~Hwd o

you know-f ive-yea'r plan. And in this meNanHiigteslvsHwd o

district there is a plan. The government
will' bu'd new schoolhouses in large SM!TH: Well, I mear. that they will have tn

village!. And they will 3lso give these do most of the work. A~

pecpe god oolsforfaring.But a~KONDA: Ah. doing work. you call that
yaln know, there are. so nmany of these "sl. hl"
poor people.

MAJOR SMITH: Well, in the civic atio pro- SMITH: Well. no.

gram we would have mostly self-help KONDA: When a fa~rmer works ir,'the field,Z

c~rojects. you call that "self-help"; 5

KONDA: "Self-help'? SMITH: No ..o. He'%
work Self-hel - V6 work

MAJOR SMITH: Yes. And I think that the2setoehroty 'cmI

projects would have a greater impact in soetvers. tr o m

the lcng run.

KONDA: How do you mean, "self-help"'? KN Ipoete

SMITH: That's riGht.
MAJOR SMITH: Well, these would be pro-A

jects in which the people would learn

to help themnselves.* xcr1

KONDA: Ah. you mean one villaget helping KONDA: Yes, a new schoolhouse will be -I
another? No help from the government?d

MAJOR SM',ITH: No, no. That's not quite it. MS MT:!hp ecngtsatdo

The governmant would help, but the
:>eop!e must be witting to he~p themselves.I KONDA: Yes, but this new schoolhouse can-

not be built this year.

Excerpt 5 MISS SMITH: Oh. why not? We have all the

KONDA: This is a good thing. Mr. Smith. materials, don't we?

SMITH: Of cour!-, the people in the village KONDA: Oh. But, as you know, a govern-

must understand that this is a self-help ment project has to be approvesd by the

Project. Miniistry.

KONDA: "Seff-halp"? MISS SMITH: Oh! But I don't zh'rk this

SMIT: Thl'srigh. Yu se, 9-ereare nlywould ýts a government project, Mr.

two of us. And eveni with some *isistunce themelve. I'men sure.*:p!wllbidi

from your office, in the way of elu~p- tesle.Imsr.

ment and supplies, we can't do the' work KONLIA: Oh? Not a government project?

ourselves.- How do you mean?

A'



SEQUENCE 11
(Continued)

Excerpt 7

MAXOR SMITH:. .. th'. village chiefs. MAJOR SMITH: Well, take the water situa- *,
tion, for example. If the people were to I

KCNDA: You say you will be meeting with repair the well, then they would have

Vthe vilae chiefs? better drinking water.

MAJOR SMITH: Yes, that's t~he main thing. KONDA: Ah, repairing a well you call "help-

We want to explain to them how the nSing themselvez."?A N
civi,. action program he!ps people to 2

help themselves. MAJOR SMITH: Yes, when the people do

KONDA: "Helps peopie to help themselves" the work themselves.

you say? KONDA: The farmers do all the work them-ZE selves in the field. You say, they "help Jý

MAJOR SMITH: Yes. And then the village sS• themselves"?
elders can explain this to the people.t

KONDA: -elp themselves? How can a man
help himself?

SEQUENCE 12

Excerpt 1 •xcerpt 2

LTCOL KONDA: Yes, and that is a very SMITH: I'll have, my office put that in 4

ggood course. writing.

MAJOR SMITH: But, Colonel, isn't it sort of KONDA: Oh, Mr. Smith, we don't have to

risky having a course that depinds on do all that in writing. We trust you. We A
the availability of a particular instructor? know you are our friend.S•iLTCO'- KONDA: How d~o you mean, "risky""• SMITH: Well. I appreciate that. But I think

it would be better if we had this in
MAJOR SMITH: Well, what if something writin0 Whn knows ! may 'e dea_ s;:

happens to him, and he is unable to months from now, and someone els
Scontinue with the course? would have to do this for you.

LTCOL KONDA: Oh, that mu-t not happen, KONDA: Why, why? You will be here, of
Major Smith. ourse.1
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SEQUENCE 12 I
(Continued)

Excerpt 3 Excerpt 5(Continued)

KONDA: I see.

SMITH: And, cnce we firm up the program, Oh" I didn'ts mean, Mr. Kondaoehat
I think the final arrangements can be goi dryg to dry up. But it could, one

madef~thr eailyday, dry up completely.made ijther easily.

KONDA: No, Mr. Smith, t;ie river wili nct
KONDA: Yes, Mr. Smith. (Sneezes.) be dry. Don't worry.
SMITH: Oh! God bless you, Mr. Konda, as

we say. I hope you're not catr.hing a
cold. Excerpt 6

KONDA: No, no! MISS SMITH: And theme is one thing I wanted

SMITH: I did notice that it was a little cool to ask you about that, Mr. Kond3.

in here. KONDA: Yes.

KONDA: No, Mr. Smith, I will catch no cold. MISS SMITH: How is the village chief chosen?
Now, I know he has this position for

life.
Excerpt 4 KONDA: Yes. it is a position for life.

MAJOR SMITH: And I think that we should MISS SMITH: Well, what I mean is whowill
te- ', some of the people how to repair b the village chief after him?
a road, so that, when the new road needs

repair, they can take care of it. KONDA: Ah, Miss Smith, he will live to be

KONGA- Ah, but, thi' will be a good road an old man. I know him.
that the batt.'lion will build.

MAJOR SMITH: Yes, of course, but even Excerpt 7
good roads need repair from time to MOJOR SMITH: ... have thought about that. U
time. Well, suppose there's a dood, or
something. KONDA: And what is your idea?

KONDA: Flood, no. no. You build a good MAJOR SMITH: We think that one of the
road, Major Smith. projects could be the construction of

several dispensaries. _

Excerpt 5 KONDA. Yes, yes, dispensaries, yes, good.

MAJOR SMITH: For many of the villages
SMiTH: ... drinking the river water. the hospital is so far away. In a case of

KONDA: Yes, yes, I know, the village people an epidemic, for example, the dispensaries
like the river water. would be very useful in the area.

SMITH: Yes, I know. But suppose the ;iver KONDA: There will be no epidemic, Major
were to dry up completely one day. Smith.
Where would the people get their water
then?

KONDA: Our r;ver will not be dry.
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SEQUENCE 13

Excerpt 1 Excerpt 5

MAJOR SM!TH: Yes, sir, the stiff here has KONDA: As you know, this rain will be good
been, very helpful. I've had an opportun- for the harvest.
ity to bestme ýamniliar with your whole SMITH: It sure rains a lot more here thar.
program. I've reod the materials you where I come from.
gcve me. and mat with some of the
instructors, a0d visited some of the
ciasses. 

Excerpt A
LTCOL KONDA. Yes, Major .tnith, that is

good.KONDA: And you had a good trip coming
from ti~e village?

MAJOR SMITH: Some of the instruction
MISS MITH:Oh, yes. Someone gave me ayou give here is similar to what is given MS MT:Oys oen aem

ride in his truck. It made the trip aat West Point. ta h uat Wst Pint.lot faster than taking 1he bus. The bus

makcs a lot of stops, you know.

Excerpt 2 KONDA: Ah, you say the trip was fast?

SMITH: Yes, the refir,ery should be finished
in about ten months. Th- work hasn't Excerpt 7
been goinj as fast as it has in some
places w5i2re we've built refineries. KONDA: ... seen our district?

KONDA: You say the work is slow? MAJOR SMITH: Yes, I've been travelling
through the area and I've seen parts of
the district.

Excerpt 3 KONDA: Yes, yes. You iikf it here?

KOCND•: Yes, you have just arrived, yes. Let MAJOR SMITH: Very much, very much.
e welcome you to our country and to I've only been her. a short time, and

our university, yes. We hope that you I'm -till geting used to the climate.
illiike being wth The weather here is quite different.

SMITH: Well, I am very happy to be here. I KONDA: Ah, you like our weathei?
really find it much more p~ea;ant here

than at my last post.

Excerpt 4

KONDA: Yes. But surely, Major Khan's
-oldiers will do good wcrk on the toad.

MAJOR SMITH: Oh, definitely. It will be one
of the better ro3ds in the province-per-
haps not as g9od as the road to the capi- -1
tal, but bett.,r than most roads around
here.

'KONDA: But it will be good?
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SEQUENCE 14

Excerpt 1 Excerpt

MAJOR SMITH: Oh. it's not really always KONDA: It will happen in good time.
that difficult to figure out what theF •- other side %41 do. Suppose nu were• • not sure that it can -je done.
General Giap, sir, whd: would you do
next? KONDA: Ah, yoo aie not -•.re?

. LTCOL KONDA: Oh, who can say? SMITH: No, I'm really not. What woL, V)u
do if you were in my place, Mr Konda?

Excerpt 2 KONDA: What will I do? But I am not in
your plbce, as you say, Mr. Smith.

SMITH: It's been our experience, Mr. Konda,
that grades are not a very gcod indica-

tion of a man's aptitude for these kinds Excerpt 6
t of jobs• at the refinery.o hMISS SMITH: Yes, I want to help, but I

KONDA: Grades are important, Mr. Smith. want to know what you think the

Suuvillage schools in this area need thet SM!TH: Yes. But suppose you had no wav

Sof knowing what the grades of these most.
people were. how would you select KONDA: Oh, we need more schoolhouses,
them then? of course.

KONDA: But. Mr. Smith, we have the grades MISS SMITH: Oh, yes, of cou'se. But what
here in our office, yes. do you think we need done in the exist-

ing schools to improve them?

SExcerpt 3 KONDA: Ah, whc can say?
S~M!GS SMITH: Well, suppose you could write

KONDA: Yes, of course. And you believe the
Sstudents will do that. to the Minister of Education for help.

Sihat w~uld you ask him for?
SMITH: Well, yes, I'm pretty sure they would.

At leas!, that's what I would do if I were KONDA: Oh. as you know. Miss Smith, 1
awould not write to the Minister him-S~~~a student. sl.-

s elf.
KONDA: Ah. but you are not a student, Mr.

Smith.

Excerpt 7

• Evrpt 4 KONDA: ... Major, why not?

.- ~MAJOR SMITH: Because the people mn sore°
KONDA: I do. not urderstand. How can it be?

of the vi~lages aren't interrsted in diggin3
MAJOR SMITH: It's a little difficult to ditches to drain the rain water.

explain. If I could just show you-;i we
KONDA: Chh?were in the United States, I'd take you

out aad show you how it's done. MAJOR SMITH: And they're going to need
-(ONDA: Ah, I.,t w• are here, Major Smithl these ditches when the ra;i.y ;eason

comes. If it were the rainy season right

now, there'd be more interest in the
project.

KONDA: Ali, hMajor Smith, as you know,
now is the dry season.
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SEQUENCE 15

Excerpt 1 Excerpt 3

LTCOL KONDA: I see. And can applicants
from other countries become cadets at SMITH: Well, I'm afraid ,hat he has commit-
West Point? ments in other countries, you know. And

this is a very short irip-only two weeks.
MAJOR SM:TH Yes, sir. But there can at He does thi. two or three times a year-

Sno more than twenty foreign cad•is at lecturing and visiting Gther countries. I
any one time at the academy. And that w~sh he could stay longer sao. But hes
comes out to less than one percen, of u th n

th niecrso aes n bleejust go:ng to I-;, hcre at the university .
the entire corps of cadets. And i believe for that one day, which is just about

the actual number of admissions is even for week o m day w .
smhr four weeks from today now.
smahler.

KONDA: I see. I
SMITH: I hope there is no conflict on thatExcerpt 2 day?

KONDA: And where is your home, Mr. Smith? KONDA: Peraps not.

SMITH: My home is irn Houston. in Texas. SMITH: We!, if not -then I'd like to make

KONDA: Ah, yes, Texas-I have heard of an appointr 2nM to see you a§jawn in chiee

work out the details P little more exactly.
"-• SMITH: Yes. Houston is a very large city-

perhaps the sixth-.argest city in theSUnited Sitites. 1! h,'s hundreds of miles Excerpt 4

of freeways, and you can drive 50 miles

an hour from. one end of town to the MAJOR SMITH: Yes, this will tak, e a Vo'. of

other end of tuwn on s.ese freeivays. work.

KONDA: Yes. KONDA: Yes, yes, a lot of work, this road
building.

SMITH: Housicr: has really sptead out over
tie past ten years. I would say only MAJOR SMITH: Yes. Well, why can't sose
about . . co ... 60 percent of the busi- of the people work on the road, say, one
nesse- are still located in the cerster of afternoon a week? This woud only be a
town. small fraction of their time-say, five per-

KONDA: Yee, big cities ... sometimes they cent rf thiir time. Now they won't lose
bigget. their crors if they don't work ill the

get bfields, say. five percent of the time. So,

well ... say, 25 people a day.

Excerpt 3A

KONDA: Of course. Mr. Smith we want ,o Excerpt 5
do everything to make Mr. Miller hapoy
here. SMITH: Yes, Mr. Konda. Thank you very

much. The people :n the village 9pve us
SMITH: Well, yes, of coufse. But unfortun- a very nice little houre. It has two

ately now. he is only going to be here rooms-iu~t the right size for the two
for 48 hours, you know. of us. And we have a nice little garden,

Slonger and quite a few trees 1t'l1 be our home
for almost Lv o years, you know.
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SEO.UENCE 15
(Continved)

Excerpt 6 Excerpt 7

MISS SMITH: That's right. I think t;iat the MAJOR SMITH: ... made plans for several

.,hildren wouid learn more if they were projects.
in school more o•ften. KONDA: Ah, I see. And what are these plans,

KONDA: More often, you say? Major Smith?

MISS SMITH: Yes. You see, not all of the MAJOR SMITH: Well, there are three pro-

children dre coming to class every day. jects that the battalion can start on.
If we can get 70 or 80 percent maybe, But first of all, we want to see how
it wouldn't be so bad. But sometirr.es much support we've got. So Major Khan
we o•at maybe half. and I are going to visit the larger villages.

This will take us about two weeks, and
KONDA: I see. we'll ... oh, I guess we'll cover about 80
MISS SMITH: What's the average attendance percent of the villages in the district.

in this district?
KONDA: Ah, you will be traveling, and you

will see our provinc.,; yes.

MAJOR SMITH: Yes, we'll see most of 't.

SEQUENCE 16

Excerpt 1 Excerpt 2

LTCOL KONDA: Yes. of course, we will have SMITH: We hope to have about two to

to consider our schedule. three hundred applicants.

MAJOR SMITH: Well, it's always difficult to KONDA: Oh! But you will not need so many

decide just what to put into a program men.
of instruction. At one time, at West

o i oeSMITH: No, we don't. But the more appli-s:Point, our instruction w as based on the c n s h et r o rc a c s o et nprmeta vr adtwsaptnilcants, the better our chances of gettingS~premise that every cadet was a potential

chief of staff of the Army. But, :eaiistVrn- qualified people.
zlly, how likely -s it that any given cadet KONDA: But when you ask for qood men,
V going to become the chief of staff? as you know, good men wiv .a e there.

Mr. Smith.

&I
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SEQUENCE 16
(Conrinued)

Excerpt 3 Excerpt 6

KONDA: Yes. this is a short visit. And where KONDA: We are happy to help you. You

will Mr. Miller stay while in our country? have all the materie!s for the trainingo tacl he mtrs? sfr•etann

SMITH: Oh, I suppose Mr. Miller's agent wil teachers?
make arrange-rents for him to stay some- MISS SMITH: Oh, yes, yes we d. But, as you

where. know, there's very little chance thai we'll

KONDA: Mr. Miller will not stay wi'h your be able to begin their training before
•: ambassador?

ambasadorschool starts. I know the teachers will
want to begin as soon as possible. But.

SMITH: N•o. that's not likely, as you know, right now our chances

aren't very good.
KONDA: "Not likely"?

SMITH. No. In all probability he'll stay at a KONDA: You say there will be no training forSMIT: N. I al prbabiityhe~i say t •the teachers?

hotel downtown.

KONDA: Oh, Mr. Miller wi:! stay in a hotel-
Syes? Excerpt 7

KONDA: People drink river water.

Excerpt 4 MAJOR SMITH: It would be much better if
they drank well water. •

KONDA: And you say. . ijor Smith, that when t at

we have this new roao, zhe farmers will KONDA: The river water is bad, you say?

se'l more vegetables at the market, and MAJOR SMITH: Yes, the river water will make
-nake mo-e money) them s~ck.

MAJOR SMITH: Well, we ccn't be. sure of this. KONDA: You mean these people wil. not get

of course. BEt the odds a.e that this will sick if they drink wall water?

ha r •MAJOR SMITH: Well, they might still get
KONDA: "Odds"? What dn you mean? sick. But it's less likely.!

MAJOR SMITH: I mean, it's quite probable KONDA: "Less likely"? "Less ikeiy" you

"that thea will sell frore goods. A.• • say?

KONDA: "Probable" you say?

Etcerpt 5

KONDA: Of course, when the supplies come.
we will let you know.

k SMITH: But you see. Mr. Konda, if twe could
get the supplies this vronth, !t would

T increa.,e the chances of fimshing thi.

project before tl' harvest.*

KONDA: "Increase cha.aces" you sz€?

SMITH: Right.
V
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SEQUENCE 17

Excerpt 1 Excerpt 3
(Continued)

LTCOL KONDA: Ah, good. Have you seen
the new parade ground? KONDA: I have been there, yes, with some

of my friends who wore invitedi there.
MAJOR SMITH: Yes, sir. I saw it this morn-

yes. It is a very beautiful building, yes-i.ag. It certainly looks large enough-vey p as n .
quite level and quite suitable for cadet v

parades. SMITH: Yes, yes, it's a very nice building. I
was wondering if you've had an oppor-

Excerpt 2 tunity to use any of the facilities?

KONDA: Yes, yes. When we visited, there
KONDA: Ah, sightseeing, yes, yes. Have you was a lovely dinner, yes, and a concert

been to the old city? in your beautiful auditorium.

SMITH- Yes. And I've teen dcoirg a little
shopping-gifts and souvenirs for friends Excerpt 4
back home.

MAJOR SMITH: This will be one of the
KONDA: Ah. yes, yes. Have you seen our projects.

ivory carvings?
KONDA: Yes, yes, Major Smith, a good road

SMITH: Oh yes. All the shops have them. is a good thing.
They're rather expensive.

MAJOR SMITH: Yes, well, Major Khan's
KONDA: Yes, they are expensive. I have one battalion can bring in some bulldozers

here. as you see. I must show it to you. and a road grader-that's big construc-

SMITH: Hm... it's pretty heavy. What does tion equipment-and we can level the
it representf road, and cut down some of the trees

along the edge of the road and dig

drainage ditches.

Excerpt 3 KONDA: You say you have to cut trees?
SMITH: Ar•d, as you know, Mr. Konda, ouragency Aroidas aou knumbeMr. Kof servcs MAJOR SMITH: Well, yes. I mean, this willagency provides a num ber of services. sri h e u h o d n ,o o r e

Many of them should be quite useful straighten out the road. And, of course,
for university students, well only cut the trees right next to

the road. They're mostly old trees any-
KONDA: Yes. way, and too old to grow fruit.o

SMITH: We have a rather good film collec- KONDA: Yes, indeed, these are old trees,
tion, and a librdry, of course, with a Major Smith.
number of U.S. college catalogues, and
U.S. newspapers and magazines, of
course. And we also have English classes

for Torteign •itld ,6. ;-:; " h--d an
opportunity to visit the agency, Mr.
Kond2?
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SEQUENCE 17
(Continued)

P KONDA- You say you want to do some MAJOR SMITH: They can't finish the road.

wExcerpt 5 Excerpt 7 s

Swork? You have some ideas? KONDA: You say the battalion needs more

SMITH: Yes, yes, I do. For instance, I rock, Major Smith?
noticed that the well has been dry for MAJOR SMITH: Yes, sir. We've used all the
somve tieenowoand tht the rvertoge crushed rock that was available. They
have been going to the river to getcould order more, bu this will take
their wate-. And I'm sure we could time ard itrll bea the proj e

fix hat ell.time arid it'll delay -zhe project.
fix that well.

KONDA: Ah! You want the weUl to looký KONDA: Yes, the battalion has done good

beautiful again?o work.
S~MAJOR SMITH: I'd like to suggest some-

SMITH: Well, yes. But the main thing would M hiOR iT I l tys
be to get the people to use the well. thing, if I may?

KONDA: Yes.

Excerpt 6 MAJOR SMITH: You know that mountain
next to the road? Well, we could go in

MISS SMITH: And we live in our new house and do some blasting, get the rock.
9 now. crush it. I can get the equipment to do

KONDA: That is good. It is a nice house? this
You like it? KONDA: Blasting, you say?

MISS SMITH: Oh, yes. I like it very much. MAJOR SMITH: Yes, with explosives,
It has lots of windows, and it's very dynamite-cut into the side of the
comfortable. mountain. This is the easiest way to

ND Ysfinish the road.S~ KONDA: Yes.

KONDA: Oh, Major Smith, they will wait
MISSfor he rock from the old place, yes.

store all my things. The kitchen is
You say you want to cut into the side_• especii.lly nice. We ever. have a little

cooking stove. And it's only a short of the mountain?
walk from the house to the school. MAJOR SMITH: Yes. this is the easiest way

KONDA: Ah, and is it a nice house? to finish the project.

(I
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SEQUENCE 18

Excerpt 1 Excerpt 3

95 MAJOR SMITH: Yes, sir, very good. Colonel SMITH: We'll have to decide whether Mr.
SKonda. has the general reached a decision Miller should speak in the assembly

as to which of the possible new courses hall or in the university theater.
he will add for next year? KONDA: Yes, yes.KONDA Yes yes.

LTCOL KONDA: Yes, we will have that
course you and I talked about last time. SMITH: Now, obviously, we could get a

larger audience in the assembly hall.
MAJOR SMITH: I see. May I ask what deter- and that would certainly be an advant-

mined the general's selection of that age. But, on the other hand, the little
particular course? theater is more intimate, of course. Per-

hp yomoul referntihate. le

LTCOL KONDA: As you know. we have a haps you would prefer that.
new instructor-Major Bakka. He is a KONDA: As a famous playwright, Mr. Miller
good ýn.n, and he knows this subject. will, of course, speak in the theater.
So this will be the new course.

MAJOR SMITH: Bet, sir, I believe you indi-:• Excerpt 4
cated that there were good instructors
for the other courses that were being MAJOR SMITH: Of course, the battalion
consider'.d. won't be able to do al! the projects

C-.- ..•., KONDA: Oh. yt;, yes, certainly. But, that may be needed. So it's going to
be a matter of making a choice. And Ias you know, we can have only one new
cwondered what your feelings were on- • course.
this.

KONDA: Yes."Ecep 2SExert 2MAJOR SMITH: For instance, well ... we

SMITH: Yes. And after a man finishes the could start on the road provided that we I
general training, we will decide which of get the inaterials in time and everyth;ng.
the spec-al courses he should take. But this would require some labor, and

SKONDA: I see. And how would you know we really don't have the money to hire
that• too many people. And we could start

with the wells. That would promote
SMITH: Well. we will have his record of per- good will.

formarce, of course, from the general
tr-in-i KONDA: Yes.

KONDA: Ye'. ,AA.,OR SMITH: And. of course, the.e are
always the schoolhouses. That would be

SMITH And we'll have his aptitude test very popular. So. you see, it's just a
scores And we'll ask him hr. own pr.zf- ma-;er of deciding on which projects we
erences From all this we can then mnake want to start with.
an estimace of how well he will do in

dKONDA: And where are these projects goingdifferent types of jobs.
to be? .Q

KONDA: I see. But how will you de'-ide
whrch is the iight wok for this man? MAJOR SMITH: Well, that would depend on

which projects we decide on.

KONDA: Major Sm-th. when there are several
projects in a program. the ministry will

tell us where to start
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V SEQUENCE 18
S(Continued)

Excerpt 5 Excerpt 7

KONDA: You like this project. Mr. Smith? KONDA: A good plan, Major Smith? I
SMITH: Yes, I do. I think this -iould be a MAJOR SMITH: We've done some plann.ng.

very good project. It would certainly KONrA- Yes. And which will be the figst
improve the water supplh for the village. roject?

KONDA: And how will this vork be done? MAJOR SMITH: Well. we haven't decided

SMITH: Well, of course, there are different yet. We'll decide that after we've got '1
ways of doing this. I am really not the necessary information.
ready right now to say which might be
the best. I'll have to get more informa- K
tion to determine the advantages of each MAJOR SMITH: Well, we need information
approach. And then we can decide which on the equipment and supplies tuT each

way would be the best. of the proposed projects, and the availa-
bility of support that we can get from

KONDA: Oh, Mr. Smith, do we need all this the various villages-;nformation like this.
information, as you say? Let us do now

what is the proper way to do this. KONDA: You need all this information.-• • Major Smith?

SMITH: Well, that wood be a little difficult
to do, Mr. Konda.

Excerpt 6

KONDA: Ah, and what is your idea?

MISS SMITH: Well, I've been thinking about

having an English class for adults.

KONDA: APh. yes, some people will be happy

tu learn English.

MISS SMITH: I think so. But I was also
thinking that I might have a clas. in
first aid.

KONDA: First aid? Yes, that is good also.

MISS SMITH: So it's hard for me to decide

which one w-ould be better for the
village. What do you think?

KONDA: You are a teacher. Miss Smith. in _
America?

MISS SMiTH: I'm planning to teach when I

return.

KONDA: And what will you teac2h?

MISS SMITH: English.

KONDA- Ah. good. Then Engl;sh is whdt you

should teach, not first aid.
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SEQUENCE 19

Excerpt 1 Excerpt 5
LTCOL KONDA: Ah, geod. And how do you SMITH: So you see, I've been trying to get

like it over here, Major Smith? that started.

MAJOR SMITH: Oh, I like it verymuch, KONDA: Yes, yes, you have a good plan.
Colonel Kond2. I believe this -,s going SMITH: Yes, yes I do, I think. I've discussed
Coonbel ona .veryin evesthing assqig ngmMT:YeysInot.hik eicse
to boe a very interesting assignment, it with sev.ral people at the Peace Corps

LTCOL KONDA: Ah! Director's office in the capital, and...
well, we've had several discussions on it.

MAJOR SMITH: However, I'm just not usedr as it got.
to hiaving so much free time available.

KONDA: Ah, you had several meetings, yes,
and d;scussions. That is good.

Excerpt 2 SMITH. Well, maybe something will come

KONDA: Sometimes, things like this will of it.
h.- mr. yes, yes.

SMITH: I don't think we can just watch a Excerpt 6
situation like this just go on and' not do
anything. MISS SMITH: The other volunteer and I have

thought of some projects which ws think
KONDA: But what can you do? might benefit the village.
SMITH: Well, I don't know, but we've got KONDA: And you sy you have spoken with

to do something. the village elders?

MISS SMITH: Oh, yes. And they liked our
Excerpt 3 ideas, and wE talked with them quite a

SKONDA: Yes, we can do that. bit. But *hat's all we've done.

SMITH: Well, I think we've got a pretty good
schedule here. Excerpt 7

KONDA: Yes, it wIll be a good visit, Mr. KONDA: You have been traveling, Maior
Smith. Smith?

SMITH: Well. it looks as if wp have about MAJOR SMITH: Yes, I've spent some time
two hours of open time yet. Do you in your capi:al. It's a very beautiful city.
havy any suggestions for any other KONDA: Yes.
activity that we might. plan?--

MAJOR SMITH: And I've also seen most of
KONDA: Ah. yes. We will ask Mr. Miller to t othe province. -

come and sit in the garden, and we can
talk, yes. He will like that. KONDA: Yes, you have been here for some

time, Major Smith. You like it here? I
MAJOR SMITH: Oh, very much. I iike your

(There is no excerpt 4 in this sequence) country very much. I guess the hardest

part about an assignment like this is
not having enough to do. I
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SEQUENCE 20

Excerpt 1 Excerpt 2
(Con tinued)LTCOL KONDA. Ah. about the films. yes.

I wanted to ask you for your advice. SMITH: That might be all right, yes. Is there
Malor Smith Perhaps you can helo us. any othei way this might be done?

MAJOR SMITH: Oh. I hope I can. I'll try KONDA: Another way- You do nct like this
my best way?

SLTCOL KONDA: Last timl we met, you said SMITH: Well, no, that way might be fine. I
that you had good tramnng films at West was just wondering if there were any

Point. other possibilities.

MAJOR SMITH- Well, not just at West Point,
sir. b,,t throughout the Army. Some of Excerpt 3

R our training films are pretty good.

LTCOL KONDA: Perhaps you can recommend KONDA: That will be good, yes.

Scommander-perhaps a company com- those students who are interested in
mander-how he leads his men. scholarships to the United States.

MAJOR SMITH: Oh. I'm sure we could come KONDA: Yes. yes. We are very grateful for
up with some good films on leadership, that, Mr. Smith.

LTCOL KOND%.- Yes. S.ITH: Oh. well. well. By the way, how

M R I W Io d odoes the univers.ty select those studentsS~MAJOR SMITI- What I could do would

that they're going to recommend for thebe . per iaps to prepare a list of. say,three or t )ur ris, with a brief summary scholarship?

"of each. '"-hat way you'd have some KONDA: Oh. ea,.h department has r;. own
S options way. yes.

LTCOL KOI DA: Yes. yes. But ynu will ;ec- SMITH: Oh. I see. I see. I was wondering

o.'nme id a good film, Major Smith. which department do you think. Mr.
Konda, has the best procedure'

SExcerpt 2 KONDA: Best' Oh. who knows. Mr. Smith.

SMITH: Very good And we will interview

th nse students ore at a ,ime (There is no excerpt 4 in this sequence)

KONDA,: I see.
SMITH And can you deliver the students-

ave the students come to us on the day

,f the test?

KON )A. Ah. we wili bring them to -you each 1

day on a bu-. in tne morning, yes'
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SEQUENCE 20
(Continued)

Excerpt 5 Excerpt 7

SMITH- Yes, yes, we would like to get start- KONDA: Next time you visit it will be ready.
ed with a project we have in mind toS~MAJOR SMITH: Well, I'd like to make 3n
improve the water storage in ihe village.

appointment with you now, Mr. Konda,
KOMDA: Yes, yes, this is a good project- for some time next week.

w s eyKr'NDA: Next week? Yes. We will be happy

SMITH: Yes. And I've had the opportunity if you will be with us again nexL week.
Sto look at the water storage in some of9 MAJOR SMITH: Which day would you

the other districts to see how it might prefer?
Obe done.

KONDA: Oh, you come any day, Major
KONDA: I see. You have been visiting theSmith.

other districts.
MAJOR SMITH: Would Wednesday be '1l

SMITH: Yes. Well, to look at the whter right?
storage-

KONDA: Yes, Wednesday will be oood, or
KONDA: Yes, yes. Each village has its own Thursday, or day after.

way to keep water, yes. hrdyo ayft.

MAJOR SMITH: Well, which day would be
SMITH: The trouble is, I have no way of the best for you?

knowing which might be the best
because I'm just not able to tell by
myself. Perhaps you can help me,
Mr. Konda.

KONDA: Yes, yes, the village ,"'uld have
good water, Mr. Smith.

Excerpt 6

MISS SMITH: Yes, for the new school.

KONDA: Ah, you have a plan for the new
schoolhouse. That is good.

MISS SMITH: Well, actually, I have several
plans. I wrote to some Volunteers who
are working in other places, and I asked
them if they had a plan for a school-
house. So I received three plans. So I'd
like to show them to you and see which
one you think would be best.

KONDA: Oh, Miss Smith, othef people have
good plans, yes. But we will have our
plan, yes. It will be a good plan also.
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SEQUENCE 21

Excerpt 1 Exce-.t 2

MAJOR SMITH: Yes, sir. And, as you may (Continu&.:'
know, at West Point we have what is SMITH: Yes, we do. And we wi:' have a
called the Honor :ode. class for a small group of superi:nzs at

LTCOL KONDA: "Honor od" the training center. Of course, these ,"-en
will have to be at least high school

MAJOR SMITH: Yas, sir. It simply means grhdait.•,
er •that each cadet is on his honor not to

lie, or cheat, or steal. KONDA: Educated.

Ts aSMITH: Yes ... and have some supervisory
ch n experience. There'll be announcements

in the newspapers anj on the local radio.
MAJOR SMITH: Well, on examinations, for W

exarrple. Oo yysu have thdt problem KONDA: We will help you find good men,
e p 0 here? Mr. Smith. I will talk with my peoplein this department. They will know men

LTCOL KONDA: Cheatin," on examinations? in their family or among their go.;d
friends' families who will do this kind

MAJOR SMITH.: Yes, sir.
of w~ork. Yes.

LTCOL KONDA: Oh, there are rules, o SMITH: Oh, very good. I'll let you know
course. Yes. SIH t.vr od 'lltyuko

when we have the announcements
I MAJOR SMiTH: Well. if I may ask, what ready. Then I'll know when the dates

happens to a cadet who breaks the of the interviews and the tests are.
rules? These men then can come at the same

time.S ! LTCOL KONDA: Which tule?

MAJOR SMITH: Say, .n an examination.
one cadet is copyirq answers from (Th?re are no excerpts 3-5 in this sequence)

a,,othe-. Dons the other cadet have
to report him?S~Excerpt 6

ILTCOL KONDA: On, as you know, a cadet
may expect ^he other to help him a KOINJDA: Yes, we know about you, Miss
little, yes. Smith. Your good friend came to this

office and told us about you, yes- ,ood
"things.

Ecp2MISS SMITH: My good friend? Who was that?

SMITH: Yes. And we will also have a few KONDA: You live in his house.
supervisory positions that we want to
fill with local personnel. MISS SMITH: Oh, the man whose hou.e I'm

renting. Oh, yes. Yes, we're very good
KONDA: You mean men who will be in friends. I've lived there for almost a 3ear

charge of workers?
inow, with the other volunteer.

SSMITH: Yes KONDA: You are the teacher of his son.
KONDA: Yes, and you need good men for MISS SMITH: His son is une -fmy ,

that. yes, that's right.
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SEQUENCE 21
(Continued)

j
Excerpt 6 (There is no excerot 7 ;n this sequence)

F ~(Continued) 5
KONDA: A good student, no doubt?

--M
M!SS SMII H: Well, he's a pretty good stu-

dent, yes.

KONDA" Yes. He will go to the upper school
in the big village next year, yes?

MISS SMITH: Well, I hope so. But, as you
know, only a limited number of pupils
arc accepted there. So . . but if he has

good grades at the end of the year,
he'll certainly get to go.0

KONDA: Yes, yes. You wilt gi'.e him good
grades, of course, Miss Smith
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